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ABSTRACT
Annelida Lamarck, 1809 embodies over 17,000 species of segmented worms
such as leeches, earthworms, lugworms, sandworms and clamworms. The phylum has
traditionally been divided into two main orders: Sedentaria Lamarck, 1818 and Errantia
Andouin & Milne Edwards, 1834, yet Sedentaria is seldom recovered as monophyletic
and Errantia has only been recovered as monophyletic in one study. Recently, a large
amino acid data set of expressed sequence tags (EST’s) was created for Annelida and its
close allies. The phylogenetic analyses of this data set, based on Bayesian inference and
Maximum Likelihood estimations, recovered both Errantia and Sedentaria as
monophyletic groups. Herein, I assess whether or not this hypothesis is also recovered
by a nucleotide representation of the amino acids, and if the result is general across
optimality criteria. Whereas parsimony analyses of the largest molecular character data
set compiled for Annelida fails to recover Sedentaria or Errantia as monophyletic
entities, re-analysis of the original amino acid data set does recover Errantia as
monophyletic but with low support. In conjunction with previous studies, the analyses
presented here suggest that the phylogenetic hypotheses of relationships both within
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Annelida, and between the phylum and its constituent taxa are still unstable and that
finding suitable data for resolving this is an important yet problematic issue.
Although medicinal leeches have long been used as treatment for various
ailments because of their potent anticoagulation factors, the debates regarding the
evolution of bloodfeeding and the ancestral feeding preference of leeches are still
contentious. Moreover, neither the full diversity of salivary components that inhibit
coagulation, much less the evolutionary selection acting on them, has been thoroughly
investigated in a comparative manner. To address these questions, the full genome of the
non-bloodfeeding leech Helobdella robusta was screened for anticoagulation factors. In
addition, EST libraries from salivary glands of two species of medicinal leeches, Hirudo
verbana and Aliolimnatis fenestrata, were constructed. For H. robusta, a total of eight
loci matching leech antiplatelet proteins and positioned as a tandem array, were
recovered with significantly low e-values, suggesting that this leech possesses
ancestrally-inherited anticoagulants. In the medicinal leeches, expression of salivary
peptides greatly exceed expectations and also suggest the feasibility of identifying the
important active sites of the proteins through selective pressure analyses.
Although symbiotic associations between bacteria and leeches are well
documented, several questions concerning the function of the bacterial symbionts and
their phylogenetic positioning still remain. To address this and other issues, herein I
characterize and annotate a large subset of the genome of Reichenowia parasitica, an
alphaproteobacterial endosymbiont of the freshwater leech Placobdella parasitica.
Results suggest that R. parasitica possesses genes coding for proteins related to nitrogen
fixation, iron/vitamin B translocation and plasmid survival, and that the bacterium
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interacts with its host in part by transmembrane signaling. The phylogenetic analyses
support the nesting of R. parasitica within the plant-inhabiting Rhizobiaceae, as sister to
a group containing Agrobacterium and Rhizobium species.
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND

The phylum Annelida (Greek, annulatus, “annulated” or “ringed”) comprises
over 17,210 currently described and valid species of bristle worms, leeches, earthworms
and their allies (Zhang, 2011). Colloquially, members of the phylum are known as
“segmented worms” due to the compartmentalization of their body, in which several
internal and external organs are repeated within each segment. This organization of the
body is known as serial homology (Brusca and Brusca, 2002) and is characteristic of the
entire phylum. Moreover, all annelids are bilaterally symmetrical and triploblastic
(arising from teloblastic development), they possess a complete gut (excepting species
of Inanidrilus and Olavius), a closed circulatory system, an advanced nervous system
and excretory mechanisms in the form of protonephridia or metanephridia. Many marine
annelids produce trochophora larvae, a characteristic shared by several other
lophotrochozoan taxa (Brusca and Brusca, 2002). Whereas group-specific conservation
of some morphological characteristics (autapomorphies) exists, especially in leeches, the
body sizes of annelid worms vary tremendously; the full spectrum ranging from lengths
of less than a millimeter to over 240 centimeters (e.g., Maser and Rice, 1962; Healy,
1975). Unique among macroscopic animal phyla, annelids occur on every continent, in
freshwater, marine and terrestrial ecosystems (Pettibone, 1982; Purschke, 1999). Even
more astonishing, representatives of the phylum can be found in extreme and extremely
varied environments such as ice cores (Shain et al., 2001; Shain, 2009) and
hydrothermal vents (Felbeck, 1981; Shain, 2009). Some taxa are also sustained by
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hypoxic environments, while others thrive in more temperate ecosystems. In short,
annelids exist virtually everywhere, regardless of geography and environment.
Historically, Annelida has been divided into two orders: Sedentaria Lamarck,
1818 and Errantia Andouin & Milne Edwards, 1834 (Bartolomaeus et al., 2005). As the
names suggest, the former included taxa with a more sedentary or sessile lifestyle (but
awkwardly also includes leeches and other highly motile groups), whereas the latter was
used for more vagile and errant taxa (Perrier, 1897). Errantia strictly includes members
of the morphologically diverse class Polychaeta (bristle worms), whereas Sedentaria
includes both polychaetes and members of the class Clitellata. Clitellata, in turn, is
comprised of the subclasses Oligochaeta (earthworms and their close relatives) and
Hirudinida sensu lato (leeches, Branchiobdellida [crayfish worms] and Acanthobdellida;
Siddall et al., 2001; Erséus, 2005).
Over two thirds (Erséus, 2005) of the described annelid diversity occurs within
Polychaeta (Greek poly, “several”, chaites, “hairs” or “bristles”). The taxonomy of this
large group of organisms is still problematic but most investigators agree that the class
includes approximately 20 orders and over 80 families (Fauchald, 1977; Fauchald and
Rouse, 1997; Rouse and Fauchald, 1997). The main divisions of polychaetes, based on
morphology, have been difficult to corroborate with molecular data. Scolecida
(including Arenicolidae, Capitellidae, Cossuridae, Maldanidae, Opheliidae, Orbiniidae,
Paraonidae, Scalibregmayidae and Questa [?]; Rouse and Pleijel, 2001) is defined by the
presence of parapodia with similar rami and the presence of two or more pygidial cirri,
whereas the Palpata (further subdivided into Canalipalpata and Aciculata, which jointly
contain the remaining families) includes species possessing palps. Members of
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Polychaeta demonstrate numerous impressive behavioral, morphological and
evolutionary characteristics. For example, Riftia pachyptila Jones, 1981 grows to be 240
cm and lives exclusively on hydrothermal vents in association with endosymbiotic
mutualistic bacteria (López-Garcia et al., 2002), and members of the family Syllidae
display every mode of reproduction known to occur across Polychaeta (e.g., Franke,
1999; Aguado et al., 2007, 2011).
The class Clitellata comprises over 5,800 species of Annelida. The name refers
to a glandular, epidermal structure known as the clitellum (girdle or saddle) that is
involved in the formation of cocoons. This structure is common to all clitellates but only
becomes conspicuous when the worm reaches sexual maturity. For example, in the
common earthworm Lumbricus terrestris Linnaeus, 1758, this structure is paler
(sometimes yellow) and much thicker than the rest of the body, making it remarkably
distinct. Clitellates are primarily hermaphroditic and parthenogenesis is known to occur
in some taxa (Erséus, 2005). As mentioned above, Clitellata is commonly divided into
Hirudinida (Greek, hirudo, “to suck”) and Oligochaeta (Greek, oligos, “poor/few”,
chaites, “hairs/bristles”), although contemporary studies suggest that Clitellata is a
synonym of Oligochaeta (Siddall et al., 2001; Erséus, 2005; see below). Hirudinida
embodies about 800 species and Oligochaeta includes about 5000 species, 3400
terrestrial and 1600 aquatic (about 600 marine forms) (Erséus, 2005). Hirudinida is
commonly divided into two main groups: Arhynchobdellida consists of the jaw-bearing
species (including the medicinal leeches) and Rhynchobdellida consists of the proboscisbearing species. The taxonomy of Oligochaeta, on the other hand, is not as
straightforward. Frequently, the class is divided into Megadrili (or Metagynophora;
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sensu Jamieson, 1988), which includes earthworm-like taxa and Microdrili, containing
the remaining, predominantly aquatic and more undersized taxa.

The annelid phylogenetic predicament
Notwithstanding recent efforts to resolve the evolutionary history and
phylogenetic relationships of Annelida (e.g., Erséus, 2005; Struck et al., 2007, 2008,
2011; Rousset et al., 2007; Zrzavý et al. 2009), hypotheses concerning certain groups are
unstable. The instability is suggested by the fact that the class Polychaeta is regularly
rendered paraphyletic with respect to Clitellata, as well as the non-segmented “phyla”
Echiura and Sipuncula (see also Struck et al., 2007; Dunn et al., 2008; Dordel et al.,
2010), and several of the long-standing clades among polychaetous annelids are
themselves paraphyletic (see also Fauchald and Rouse, 1997). Beyond this, while
Clitellata is frequently recovered as monophyletic, Hirudinida commonly nests within
oligochaetous clitellates similarly rendering the latter paraphyletic (see also Brinkhurst
and Nemec, 1987; Erséus, 1987; Siddall et al., 2001). Equally disconcerting is the fact
that the traditionally held order Sedentaria is seldom recovered as monophyletic (Day,
1967; Westheide et al., 1999) and Errantia has only been recovered as monophyletic in
one study, in which only morphological characters were used (Rouse & Fauchald,
1997). Whereas Errantia is upheld by a number of synapomorphic morphological
characters (Bartolomaeus et al., 2005), Sedentaria includes such morphologically
disparate taxa that establishing homologies is often difficult, if not impossible. Until
Fauchald’s (1977) treatment of the two orders, there had also been doubt as to whether
or not these different modes of life accurately reflect common ancestry (e.g., Day,
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1967). The taxonomy behind these groups was likely a matter of convenience as
opposed to their being reflective of true evolutionary relationships and, as a result,
Fauchald (1977) eliminated the Errantia / Sedentaria dichotomy, erecting 17 new,
taxonomically equivalent groups; this was later expanded to include more orders (Rouse
and Fauchald, 1997; Rouse and Pleijel, 2001; Bartolomaeus et al., 2005).
Until recently, the phylogenetic analyses of molecular characters that underlie
some of the taxonomic changes mentioned above have been based on only a small
number of different loci (e.g., McHugh, 1997, 2000; Bleidorn et al., 2003; Bely and
Wray, 2004; Erséus and Källersjö, 2004; Rousset et al., 2007), which may have
contributed to inconsistency in the monophyletic groups recovered. To address this and
other issues, a large expressed sequence tag data set was recently compiled for Annelida
and its constituent taxa, including ~48,000 aligned amino acid sites for 39 taxa (Struck
et al., 2011). The phylogenetic analyses employing this data set, based on Bayesian
inference and Maximum Likelihood, recovered both Errantia and Sedentaria as
monophyletic, thus being at odds with the contemporary view on annelid systematics. In
light of these findings, in the second chapter of this thesis, I recovered a more data-rich
nucleotide representation of the amino acid data set and analyze this (and re-analyze the
original amino acid data set) under a cladistic, as opposed to probabilistic, framework.
Beyond considerations of whether or not a phylogenetic analysis of the nucleotides
coding for the amino acids result in the same hypothesis, this data set also lends itself
well to a timely discussion on orthology statements and a desire for consistency of
results across methods. The nucleotide representation used here represents the most
comprehensive molecular character set compiled for Annelida and its constituent taxa
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and sheds further light on the difficulties of finding reliable and suitable loci for
phylogenetic inferences of a group as ancient as Annelida (Struck et al., 2007).

The evolution of bloodfeeding in leeches
To our knowledge, bloodfeeding has been enabled in leeches by virtue of two
“key innovations”, the details of which set them apart from other annelids. First, in order
to both keep blood flowing in and around the incision wound of the prey and to maintain
the blood meal in a suitable state during the long periods of digestion, leeches have
evolved pharmacological cocktails of anticoagulation factors (Salzet, 2001). These
salivary-gland-secreted bioactive peptides have a storied history when it comes to their
use in human medicine. The documented use of leeches for medicinal purposes dates
back over two millennia and the utility of leeches in modern medicine is becoming even
more authoritative (Whitaker et al., 2004; Phillips and Siddall, 2009; Min et al., 2010).
The most conspicuous application of leeches and their anticoagulants is that for relief of
venous congestion following flap and digit replantation surgery (Derganc and Zdravic,
1960; Dabb et al., 1992; Soucacos et al., 1994) and the US Food and Drug
Administration recently approved them as medical devices (Rados, 2004). Indeed, the
first successful attempt at human clinical dialysis treatment was only facilitated by the
introduction of a fine lining of the leech anticoagulant hirudin to the dialysis flow-tubes
(Haas, 1924). Leech-derived hirudin, the most potent natural direct thrombin-inhibitor
known (Greinacher and Warkentin, 2008), has remained of considerable interest to the
field of medicine, especially in cases of heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (Greinacher
et al., 1999). Contemporary studies seem to agree on the notion that bloodfeeding is a
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plesiomorphic strategy in leeches (Siddall and Burreson, 1995, 1996; Trontelj et al.,
1999; Min et al., 2010). To test this, in the third chapter of this thesis, I investigated the
presence of leech antiplatelet protein in the genome of the glossiphoniid leech
Helobdella robusta Shankland et al., 1992. This non-bloodfeeding leech is frequently
found at the base of the leech phylogeny (Siddall et al., 2005; Light & Siddall, 1999),
suggesting that any possession of anticoagulants by the leech is by virtue of their
presence in the most recent common ancestor of leeches.
Despite the range of applications of leech anticoagulants, neither the full
diversity of salivary components that inhibit coagulation, much less the evolutionary
selection acting on them, has been thoroughly investigated. Because of this conspicuous
gap in our knowledge of leech-derived anticoagulants, I constructed expressed sequence
tag libraries from salivary glands of two species of medicinal leeches, Hirudo verbana
and Aliolimnatis fenestrata, and identify anticoagulant-orthologues present in the data.
Moreover, to predict the level and type of selection acting on the proteins, and to
identify putative active regions in the anticoagulant molecules, I used four different
statistical methods for predicting signatures of positive and negative evolutionary
pressures. The results of this study are presented in chapter IV of this thesis.
The second “key innovation” allowing for the leeches’ restricted
hematophagous diet is the acquisition of bacterial symbionts. In bloodfeeding taxa of the
family Glossiphoniidae, the bacterial symbionts are housed in specialized structures
known as mycetomes (stemming from the early misconception that the symbionts were
fungi) or bacteriomes, and these structures are not encountered outside of the family.
Indeed, even among glossiphoniid taxa that have given up bloodfeeding entirely (e.g.,
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species of Glossiphonia and Helobdella), these specific structures are lacking altogether.
The mycetomes are attached to the esophagus and have no other obvious function than
housing bacterial symbionts. It has been hypothesized that the bacterial associates
provide the leeches with essential nutrients, such as vitamins and enzymes, otherwise
lacking in their restricted diet (Nogge, 1981; Perkins et al., 2005). The importance of the
leech bacterial symbionts is further evidenced by their vertical transovarial transmission
(Siddall et al., 2004). Although symbiotic associations between leeches and bacteria are
well-documented (Kikutchi and Fukatsu, 2002; Siddall et al., 2004, 2011; Graf et al.,
2006), several questions concerning the details of the symbioses remain unanswered. In
particular, neither the function of the symbionts nor their genomic makeup had
previously been scrutinized. In the fifth chapter of this dissertation, I characterize and
annotate a large subset of the genome of a leech-endosymbiotic alphaproteobacterium,
Reichenowia parasitica Siddall et al., 2004, in an attempt to investigate how the
symbiont may affect the host and to assess the symbiont’s phylogenetic position among
a wide range of bacteria, with much greater genomic coverage than that of previous
phylogenetic hypotheses (358 orthologous loci).
In conclusion, this thesis focuses both on trying to disentangle general annelid
evolutionary relationships and on understanding the evolution of bloodfeeding in leeches
as it pertains to salivary peptides and bacterial symbionts in a more conclusive manner
than previous studies. Each chapter of this dissertation involves a genomic perspective
on the questions asked and by employing bioinformatics tools in conjunction with
powerful phylogenetic software, this thesis aimed to more thoroughly address questions
concerning the genomic evolution of this charismatic group of organisms.
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CHAPTER II
PHYLOGENOMICS OF ANNELIDA REVISITED: A CLADISTIC APPROACH
USING GENOME-WIDE EST DATA MINING
(Adapted from Kvist, S., Siddall, M.E. Accepted with revisions. Phylogenomics of
Annelida revisited: a cladistics approach using genome-wide EST data mining.
Cladistics.)
Abstract
Here we present phylogenomic re-analyses of the most comprehensive molecular
character set compiled for Annelida and its constituent taxa, including over 347 000
aligned nucleotide sites for 39 taxa across the phylum. The nucleotide data set was
recovered using a preëxisting amino acid data set of almost 48 000 aligned sites as a
backbone for tBLASTn searches against NCBI. In addition, orthology determinations of
the loci in the original amino acid data set were scrutinized using an All vs. All
Reciprocal Best Hit approach, employing BLASTp, and examining for statistical
interdependency among the loci. This approach revealed considerable sequence
redundancy among the loci in the original data set and a new data set was compiled,
with the redundancy removed. Each of the newly compiled nucleotide data set, the
original amino acid data set, and the new reduced amino acid data set were subjected to
parsimony analyses and two forms of bootstrap resampling with two main objectives: (i)
to examine the general topology, including support, resulting from the analyses of the
new data sets and (ii) to assess the consistency of the branching patterns across
optimality criteria by comparison to previous probabilistic approaches. The phylogenetic
hypotheses resulting from analyses of the three data sets are not strongly supported
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reflecting the continued difficulty of finding numerous, reliable and suitable loci for a
group as ancient as Annelida. Resulting parsimonious hypotheses disagree, in some
respects, with the previous probabilistic approaches; Sedentaria and, in most cases,
Errantia are not supported as monophyletic groups but Pleistoannelida is recovered as a
(unsupported) monophyletic group in one of the three analyses.

Introduction
Notwithstanding recent efforts to resolve the evolutionary history and
phylogenetic relationships of Annelida (e.g., Erséus, 2005; Struck et al., 2007, 2008,
2011; Rousset et al., 2007; Zrzavý et al. 2009), the debates relating to this are still
contentious and the hypotheses concerning certain groups are unstable. While the class
Clitellata (Hirudinida, oligochaetous clitellates, Branchiobdellida and Acanthobdellida)
is frequently recovered as monophyletic, Hirudinida commonly nests within
oligochaetous clitellates rendering the latter paraphyletic (see also Brinkhurst and
Nemec, 1987; Erséus, 1987; Siddall et al., 2001). Moreover, the class Polychaeta,
including the vast majority of the 17 210 annelid species currently recognized (Zhang,
2011), is regularly rendered paraphyletic with respect to Clitellata, as well as the nonsegmented Echiura and Sipuncula (see also Struck et al., 2007; Dunn et al., 2008; Dordel
et al., 2010), and several of the long-held clades among polychaetous annelids are
themselves paraphyletic (see also Fauchald and Rouse, 1997). Equally disconcerting is
the fact that the traditionally held order Sedentaria is seldom recovered as monophyletic
(Day, 1967; Westheide et al., 1999) and its counterpart, Errantia, has only been
recovered as monophyletic in one study, in which only morphological characters were
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used (Rouse & Fauchald, 1997). Sedentaria has historically referred to annelid worms
with a more sessile or semi-sessile lifestyle (but including Clitellata) and with weakly
developed, more or less absent parapodia, while Errantia includes worms with a more
vagile lifestyle and more well-developed parapodia and chaetae (Perrier, 1897;
Westheide et al., 1999; Bartolomaeus et al., 2005). Whereas Errantia is upheld by a
number of synapomorphic morphological characters (Bartolomaeus et al., 2005),
Sedentaria includes such morphologically disparate taxa that establishing homologies is
often difficult, if not impossible. Until Fauchald’s (1977) treatment of the two orders,
there had also been doubt as to whether these different modes of life accurately reflected
common ancestry (e.g., Day, 1967). The taxonomy behind these groups was likely a
matter of convenience as opposed to their being reflective of true evolutionary
relationships and, as a result, Fauchald (1977) eliminated the Errantia and Sedentaria
dichotomy, whilst erecting 17 new, taxonomically equivalent groups, which were later
expanded to include more orders (Rouse and Fauchald, 1997; Rouse and Pleijel, 2001;
Bartolomaeus et al., 2005).
Until recently, the phylogenetic analyses of molecular characters that underlie
some of the taxonomic changes mentioned above have been based on only a small
number of different loci (e.g., McHugh, 1997, 2000; Bleidorn et al., 2003; Bely and
Wray, 2004; Erséus and Källersjö, 2004; Rousset et al., 2007), which could be the
reason for inconsistency in the monophyletic groups recovered. To address this and
other issues, Struck et al. (2011) compiled a large data set of expressed sequence tags
(EST’s), including 231 loci for 39 taxa across Annelida. Their phylogenetic analyses,
based on Bayesian inference and Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimations of almost 48
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000 aligned amino acid sites, recovered both Errantia and Sedentaria as monophyletic
groups (albeit somewhat taxonomically modified by Struck et al. [2011]). While their
rediscovered monophyly may be reason enough to re-erect these old groupings, we
believe that some re-considerations of the analyses are pertinent before restoring an
older taxonomy of such a large group of organisms. Chiefly, we investigate whether or
not a phylogenetic analysis of the nucleotides coding for the amino acids used by Struck
et al. (2011) result in the same hypothesis. In addition, we examine whether or not locus
interdependencies could lead to artificial clades or at least artificially inflated support
values for clades. The large data set compiled by Struck et al. (2011) also lends itself
well to a timely discussion on orthology statements and a desire for consistency of
results across methods.
To this end, we here recovered orthologous nucleotide sequences for each locus
and taxon using the amino acids as a source for targeted searches, and analyze this larger
data set (as well as the amino acid data set independently) under a parsimony, as
opposed to probabilistic, framework.

Material and methods
Data set reconstruction
The amino acid alignment compiled by Struck et al. (2011) (47 953 aligned sites
for 39 taxa) was parsed and transferred to 231 separate files, each representing a single
locus as defined in Supplementary Table 6 in Struck et al. (2011). The nucleotide data
set then was compiled using the individual loci as queries for independent BLAST
searches as described below.
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Using BLAST client 3 (NCBI), the separate loci were compared remotely against
both the EST database and the non-redundant (nr) sequence database at NCBI using a
tBLASTn protocol (searching translated nucleotide databases using a protein query) and
employing a cutoff e-value of 1E-5, retaining the best hit for each query; insofar as the
best hit in a database should represent the sequence used by Struck et al. (2011). Data
were obtained in this way for each of the following taxa: Polychaeta: Alvinella
pompejana (Alvinellidae), Arenicola marina (Arenicolidae), Cirratulus sp.
(Cirratulidae), Eulalia clavigera (Phyllodocidae), Eurythoe complanata
(Amphinomidae), Flabelligera affinis (Flabelligeridae), Glycera tridactyla (Glyceridae),
Lanice conchilega (Terebellidae), Lumbrineris zonata (Lumbrineridae), Malacoceros
fuliginosus (Spionidae), Onuphis iridescens (Onuphidae), Ophelia limacina
(Opheliidae), Pectinaria koreni (Pectinariidae), Platynereis dumerilii (Nereididae),
Pomatoceros lamarckii (Serpulidae), Ridgeia piscesae (Siboglinidae), Scoloplos
armiger (Orbiniidae), Sthenelais boa (Sigalionidae), Typosyllis pigmentata (Syllidae);
Clitellata: Eisenia andrei (Lumbricidae), Eisenia fetida (Lumbricidae), Haementeria
depressa (Glossiphoniidae), Hirudo medicinalis (Hirudinidae), Lumbricus rubellus
(Lumbricidae), Perionyx excavatus (Megascolecidae), Tubifex tubifex,(Naididae);
Bivalvia: Crassostrea gigas (Ostreidae); Myzostomida: Myzostoma cirriferum
(Myzostomidae); and Sipuncula Sipunculus nudus (Sipunculidae). In cases where the
best hit among the targets did not match the taxonomic identities of the queries, a new
tBLASTn search was performed on the NCBI website using the Entrez–option to
confine the search to the respective taxon.
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Complementary to the foregoing, the amino acid sequences for each of the
following taxa were compared against the annotated genomes of the respective taxon
using a local tBLASTn search: Polychaeta: Capitella teleta (Capitellidae); Clitellata:
Helobdella robusta (Glossiphoniidae); and Gastropoda: Lottia gigantea (Lottiidae).
Again, the search employed a cutoff e-value of 1E-5 and the best hit was retrieved. The
nucleotide sequences from the genomic hits were extracted and added to the data set
acquired from the EST and nr databases.
In addition, tBLASTn searches (1E-5 cutoff) were performed against assembled
trace archive data for each of: Polychaeta: Chaetopterus variopedatus (Chaetopteridae);
Myzostomida: Myzostoma seymourcollegiorum (Myzostomidae); Ectoprocta: Bugula
neritina (Bugulidae); Nemertea: Cerebratulus lacteus (Cerebratulidae); Brachiopoda:
Terebratalia transversa (Laqueidae); Sipuncula: Themiste lageniformes (Themistidae);
and Echiura: Urechis caupo (Urechidae). To ensure maximum correspondence, the exact
same trace archive assemblies as used by Struck et al. (2011) were used as targets.
Nucleotide sequences from the best hit for each locus and taxon were extracted and
added to the total data set now consisting of data from all four sources. All of these data,
including the entire nucleotide data set as well as hit descriptions for each of the
tBLASTn searches, are available from the first author upon demand.

Repeat masking
All of the data retrieved from the tBLASTn searches were imported to and
indexed in a database created in FileMaker Pro ver. 5 (FileMaker). Polyadenosine tails
were identified and, in cases where they were longer than four bases, each was truncated
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at the upstream polyadenylation signal (AATAA; Zaret and Sherman, 1982). In
addition, homopolymer leading and trailing sequences were excised where they occurred
in multiples of 2 or more (largely in Platynereis dumerilii). Other dinucleotide,
trinucleotide and tetranucleotide repeat patterns also were identified with FileMaker Pro
and excised using the RepBase repeats library for the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans
(Rhabditidae) as implemented in the software EGassembler (Masoudi-Nejad et al.,
2006) employing the “slow” option with a default cutoff score of 225.

Alignment and phylogenetic analyses
Sequences for each locus in the nucleotide data set were aligned independently
using MAFFT (Katoh et al., 2005) on the European Bioinformatics Institute website
employing a gap-opening cost of 3 and default settings for all other parameters. Each of
the joined nucleotide data set and the amino acid data set from Struck et al. (2011) then
were subjected to parsimony analyses using TNT (Goloboff et al., 2008). New
Technology searches were conducted employing sectorial searching, with the tree fusing
and ratcheting algorithms turned on. Trees were retrieved by a driven search using 100
initial addition sequences and requiring that the minimum length tree be found at least 5
times. All characters were equally weighted and non-additive, and gaps were treated as
missing data. The results of the New Technology searches were subsequently
resubmitted to TNT for TBR branch swapping. Support values for nodes also were
estimated in TNT through both standard bootstrap resampling and partition (i.e., locus)
bootstrapping (Siddall, 2009). Both bootstrap analyses employed 100 iterations, each
subjected to five iterations of ratcheting and three rounds of tree fusing after an initial
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five rounds of Wagner tree building. The trees were rooted at Bugula neritina following
Struck et al. (2011).
In addition, to assess the level at which the taxa grouped together based on mere
presence or absence of data (and the support values related to this), rather than true
phylogenetic signal, all positions in the amino acid data set were changed to an “A” such
that the only information present in the data set consisted of patterns of presence or
absence of data. The analysis then was re-run using the same parameters as mentioned
above but now treating gaps as a fifth state and supported clades were crosschecked
against clades present in the Bayesian tree found by Struck et al. (2011).

Examination of interdependent loci
An “all vs. all” reciprocal BLAST or bi-directional best hit search (Ge et al.,
2005; Fang et al., 2010) using a BLASTp protocol (searching protein databases using a
protein query) with a cutoff e-value of 1E-20 was performed on the amino acid loci to
determine the level of similarity and coverage between them (hits that were less similar
than 1E-20 were also retained separately to be used in the next step). Using the loci that
showed hits at 1E-20 as a guide, all data (i.e., even hits less similar than 1E-20 but
excluding self-hits) both for intra-locus (within a particular locus) and inter-locus
(between loci) similarity values were compiled. In turn, averages, standard deviations
and range intervals, as well as 95% confidence intervals were calculated both for intralocus and inter-locus values. The putative overlap between the 95% confidence interval
of intra-locus and inter-locus range values was assessed assuming that an overlap
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between 95% confidence intervals of e-value ranges indicated orthologous gene families
or redundant use of sequences in more than one locus.
An additional phylogenetic analysis was performed on the amino acid data set
following the removal of supposedly redundant loci, retaining the representative locus
with the highest taxonomic coverage. The analysis used the same parameters as
mentioned above with gaps treated as missing data.

Results
Phylogenetic analyses
While a lenient e-value of 1E-5 was used as a cutoff for the tBLASTn searches, in
almost all cases, resulting e-values were well below 1E-20. With a rather high incidence,
however, the best BLAST-hits for the amino acid sequences represented a different
taxon than the query, requiring an additional tBLASTn search using the Entrez-option to
confine the search to the same taxon. All of the individual BLAST searches for Onuphis
iridescens matched Lumbrineris zonata, and vice versa, at a better e-value due to a
confusion of these taxa (Torsten Struck pers. comm.) in the final data set used by Struck
et al. (2011). That is, the NCBI submissions for these taxa were correct, whereas there is
an error in the final data set used by Struck et al. (2011). Users should note that an NCBI
search using EST data from the study by Struck et al. (2011) for O. iridescens will more
than likely result in data for L. zonata and vice versa; the TreeBase submission for this
data set now includes a disclaimer noting this confusion. In the present study, this was
remedied by extracting the best hit for the opposite taxon in every case. As an aside,
Supplementary Table 6 in Struck et al. (2011) states that data for Myzostoma
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seymourcollegiorum, Platynereis dumerilii and Glycera tridactyla are available in the
NCBI EST database but, rather, data for M. seymorcollegiorum is found in NCBI trace
archives and for the latter two in the NCBI nr database. Hits equal to or better than 1E-5
were not found for Glycera tridactyla at locus 163, 164, 171, 175, 187 and 189 or for
Sthenelais boa at locus 228. Either no sequence (or an erroneous one) was deposited in
NCBI for those taxa at those loci or the translation from nucleotides to amino acids by
Struck et al. (2011) was not equivalent. For information on data coverage for each taxon,
see Supplementary material in Struck et al. (2011).
The final nucleotide data set consisted of 347 298 aligned sites, 118 163 of
which were parsimony informative. The phylogenetic analysis of this data set returned a
single most parsimonious tree with 932 748 steps (Fig. 2.1). Support values were low
across the entire topology of the tree, with the exception of support values relating to
Clitellata, which were relatively high. Both of the mollusks (Lottia gigantea and
Crassostrea gigas) nest within Annelida (standard bootstrap support; BS <50%,
partition bootstrap support; PBS <50%), rendering the phylum non-monophyletic.
Neither Errantia nor Sedentaria is monophyletic by virtue of taxa from each group
nesting within the other. Clitellata is recovered as a monophyletic group (BS <50%, PBS
78%) as sister to an unsupported clade containing Alvinella pompejana, Crassostrea
gigas and Lottia gigantea. Neither Canalipalpata (including Terebelliformia,
Cirratuliformia, Siboglinidae, Serpulidae and Spionidae) nor Scolecida (including
Capitellidae, Ophellidae and Arenicolidae) were recovered as monophyletic. The
echiuran Urechis caupo nests within Annelida as sister to the clade containing
Platynereis/Capitella, Pomatoceros/Myzostomida, Alvinella/Molluska and Clitellata.
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Figure 2.1. Single most parsimonious tree recovered from the analysis of the
nucleotide data set (L=932 748; CI=0.487; RI=0.236). Standard bootstrap values
≥50% are indicated above each node and partition bootstrap values ≥50% below each
node. Note the low support for most nodes, which is discussed further in the text.
Terminal branches are colored following taxonomic affiliations in Struck et al. (2011):
blue=Sedentaria, green=Errantia, red=Annelida but not Errantia or Sedentaria. Dashed
lines denote non-annelid taxa and grey bars denote additional taxonomic information.
Branch lengths are drawn proportional to change.
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The original amino acid data set used by Struck et al. (2011) consisted of 47 953
aligned sites, 18 628 of which were parsimony informative. Analysis of that data set
returned a single most parsimonious tree with 110 516 steps (Fig. 2.2). Again, support
values were low across most of the topology, but show relatively high values for
clitellate clades. In the tree, both species of Myzostoma (these were included in Annelida
by Struck et al. [2011], but see their discussion) nest among the outgroup taxa (BS
<50%, PBS 86%). Sedentaria is rendered paraphyletic (BS <50%, PBS <50%) with
respect to both the monophyletic Errantia (BS <50%, PBS <50%) and another clade
containing both the sipunculids (placing together with BS 98%, PBS 99%) and
Chaetopterus variopedatus (BS <50%, PBS <50%). Clitellata is monophyletic (BS
100%, PBS 100%) but places as sister to Opheliidae. Within Sedentaria, neither
Canalipalpata nor Scolecida are monophyletic. Urechis caupo nests well within
Annelida; its position as sister to Capitella teleta is supported by BS of 67% and PBS of
96%.
The topology of the phylogenetic tree based on missing data only (not shown)
is completely incongruent with the trees shown here, as well as the Bayesian tree
recovered by Struck et al. (2011), affirming that the taxa are not grouping based on mere
presence/absence of data.

Data independency
In the results of the BLASTp search, loci were deemed orthologous if the 95%
confidence interval of the e-value range for hits between sequences from at least two
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Figure 2.2. Single most parsimonious tree recovered from the analysis of the amino acid
data set (L=110 516; CI=0.619; RI=0.347). Standard bootstrap values ≥50% are indicated
above each node and partition bootstrap values ≥50% below each node. Note the low support
for most nodes, which is discussed further in the text. Terminal branches are colored
following taxonomic affiliations in Struck et al. (2011): blue=Sedentaria, green=Errantia,
red=Annelida but not Errantia or Sedentaria. Dashed lines denote non-annelid taxa and grey
bars denote additional taxonomic information. Branch lengths are drawn proportional to
change.
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different loci overlapped with that of the range found within a locus. A total of 23 loci
(9.96%) satisfied this criterion. Some of the redundancy was conjoined in triple-locus
hits (i.e., if locus A=locus B and locus B=locus C then, transitively, locus A=locus C).
A total of 13 loci (5.63%) were found to be redundant in that they are already
represented by 10 other orthologues. Figure 2.3 illustrates this phenomenon using real
similarity values from the data set generated by Struck et al. (2011). Specifically, nonredundant loci 96 and 143 each demonstrate intra-locus similarity values that do not
significantly overlap with values obtained from comparisons between locus 96 and 143
(Fig. 2.3A). In contrast, the inter-locus similarities for loci 224 and 225 are
indistinguishable from intra-locus values (Fig. 2.3B), illustrating their mutual
redundancy. The following loci (with the single redundant locus retained for analysis
appearing in parentheses) were removed from subsequent phylogenetic analyses: locus
14 (locus 7); locus 16 and locus 136 (locus 5); locus 32 and locus 109 (locus 35); locus
64 (locus 120); locus 125 and locus 137 (locus 134); locus 126 (locus 50); locus 129
(locus 74); locus 141 (locus 59); locus 212 (locus 53); locus 224 (locus 225).
After removing the 13 redundant loci (retaining 10 representatives), the data set
comprised 44 262 aligned amino acid sites (92.30% of the total data set), 17 555 of
which were parsimony informative. The analysis of these resulted in two equally
parsimonious trees; the strict consensus of which is shown in Figure 2.4. The tree shows
largely the same topology as the analysis of the original amino acid data set that
included the redundant loci. Nevertheless, differences exist relative to the tree from the
original data set as well as the tree found by Struck et al. (2011). Significantly, Errantia
is not recovered as monophyletic: Ridgeia piscesae nests within the group. As well,
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Figure 2.3. Two examples of the calculations of overlap between ranges of e-values
within a 95% confidence interval; (A) shows an instance in which the 95% confidence
interval of similarity values between two loci does not overlap with that of similarity
values within each of those loci and (B) shows a case in which these values do overlap.
Black horizontal lines bind the minimum and maximum e-values (i.e., ranges); shaded
areas indicate the 95% confidence interval; and vertical lines within the shading indicate
the average e-values for comparisons within and between the loci. Broken lines denote a
compression of the actual ranges in order to fit the values within the ranges of the xaxes. Lower bound values of the e-value ranges, and in some cases also upper bound
values, are printed as they are very close to 0. All e-values were recovered using a
BLASTp protocol and the remaining comparisons for other loci are presented in the text.
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Flabelligera affinis and Cirratulus sp. appear in different parts of the tree when
redundant loci are excised (Fig. 2.4). However, Sedentaria+Errantia (named clade 1 by
Struck et al. [2011], see Discussion below) is recovered as monophyletic. Neither the
standard bootstrap values nor the partition bootstrap values associated with the tree vary
markedly when excluding redundant loci but it can be noted that the standard bootstrap
support for Ophelia limacina as sister to Clitellata is decreased to below 50%.

Discussion
Using the amino acid data set from Struck et al. (2011) as well as a newly
compiled nucleotide representation of it, we show that parsimony analyses produce trees
with topologies that are at odds with the Bayesian and ML trees recovered by that study.
However, the resulting parsimony bootstrap values were found wanting for almost all
clades, indicating that the topologies shown in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 are no more reliable
than topologies of previous studies (e.g., Rousset et al., 2007). That is, our study shows
that even when using this large EST data set, cladistics analysis does not support the
probabilistic hypotheses of phylogenetic relationships of Annelida, such as the
monophyly of Sedentaria and, in most cases, Errantia. Regardless of one’s preferred
optimality criterion, these findings reflect the continued difficulty of finding numerous
reliable and suitable loci for a group as ancient as Annelida (Struck et al., 2007). The
fact that the Bayesian tree shown by Struck et al. (2011) receives dramatically higher
support values than the parsimony trees shown here may not be surprising. Previous
studies have shown that Bayesian posterior probabilities are often considerably higher
when compared to parsimony or ML bootstrap values (Suzuki et al., 2002; Alfaro et al.,
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Figure 2.4. Strict consensus of two most parsimonious trees recovered from the
amino acid data set with 13 redundant loci removed (L=104 470 CI=0.615
RI=0.347). Standard bootstrap values ≥50% are indicated above each node and partition
bootstrap values ≥50% below each node. Note the low support for most nodes, which is
discussed further in the text. Terminal branches are colored following taxonomic
affiliations in Struck et al. (2011): blue=Sedentaria, green=Errantia, red=Annelida but
not Errantia or Sedentaria. Dashed lines denote non-annelid taxa and grey bars denote
additional taxonomic information. Branch lengths are drawn proportional to change.
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2003; Cummings et al., 2003; Douady et al., 2003; Lewis et al., 2005), and might be
treated with considerable caution. Note here, however, that Struck et al. (2011) base
their conclusions only on nodes that also received high ML bootstrap support.
Stochastic models of evolution may be prone to difficulties in parameter
estimation when the number of parameters is greatly increased (e.g., amino acid
substitution matrices) or when a large number of characters are added in conjunction
with the use of certain models of evolution (Felsenstein, 1982, 1983, 2004; Lartillot and
Phillipe, 2004). Because (site-specific) mutations occur at the nucleotide level, and
because nucleotides entail fewer parameters, we were curious to see how well a tree
recovered from a nucleotide representation would compare to that of the amino acid data
set used by Struck et al. (2011). Nucleotide data sets potentially hold an advantage over
those of amino acids in that they consider potentially informative synonymous
substitutions, a measure that is lost after translation into amino acids. If the rate of thirdposition nucleotide substitutions greatly exceeds “normal” evolutionary rates, this may
in some cases lead to less resolved phylogeny reconstructions (Cunningham, 1997).
However, in other cases, inclusion of such sites increases the resolution and support of
the trees (e.g., Källersjö et al., 1999; Rydin et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2004). Bearing all of
this in mind, our nucleotide data set produced a tree with a substantially different
topology (Fig. 2.1) as compared to both the parsimony tree recovered from the original
(Struck et al., 2011) amino acid data set (Fig. 2.2), as well as the parsimony tree
recovered from the reduced amino acid data set used here (Fig. 2.4), much as it differs
from the Bayesian tree shown by Struck et al. (2011). None of Annelida, Errantia and
Sedentaria were monophyletic in the resulting nucleotide hypothesis, based on over 347
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000 aligned sites. Nor was there much support for any but the already obviously wellsupported groups (Rousset et al., 2007). It is also notable that the support values related
to our analysis of nucleotide data agree, in most respects, to those estimated by the
parsimony analysis performed by Zrzavý et al. (2009) on the basis of only six nucleotide
loci, suggesting that a 38-fold increase in sequence information is no more or less
helpful in resolving annelid relationships. However, this seems to be true only under the
parsimony criterion as likelihood bootstrap values seem to greatly increase with an
increased number of characters (see Struck et al., 2008; Struck, 2011). In comparing the
parsimony analyses performed here with previous studies of annelid phylogenetics, it
seems that using amino acids to reconstruct the trees is more propitious than using
nucleotides; this was also noted by Dordel et al. (2010) for probabilistic analysis.

Redundancy of loci and orthology determination
All phylogenetic methods assume independence of characters (Farris, 1983); a
prerequisite that is transitive to loci or other sets of characters. Whether or not
automated orthology determinations are sensitive to this requirement is poorly evaluated
in phylogenomics. Using a straightforward BLAST to establish orthology will not itself
ensure locus independence, especially if coverage in a database is patchy (Koski and
Golding, 2001). Our simple double-check was to perform an “all vs. all” BLAST search
and contrast the ranges (rather than a single match) of the e-values among the suspected
overlapping loci against the ranges of e-values within each putative locus. When applied
to the amino acid data set used here, this simple method showed that 23 loci belonged to
10 distinct, redundant sets of loci. Exemplary of this, sequences for Helobdella robusta,
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Lottia gigantea, Capitella teleta and Crassostrea gigas at locus 59 and locus 141 all
display perfect e-values (0), even for inter-locus comparisons. Non-independence of
(e.g.,) loci inflates the number of ad-hoc hypotheses needed to describe the data on any
tree (Farris, 1983). For example, if two taxa are supported as a group, any homoplasy
supporting that group would be counted as many times as there were redundant nonindependent sites (Farris, 1983; Farris and Kluge, 1985). Clearly, the use of nonindependent data generates an artificial inflation of support values for clades that are
themselves supported by the redundant loci involved. As the size of the data set
increases, as it does when many orthologous loci are used more than once in a data set,
the support values will also artificially increase (see de Queiroz et al., 1995).
A corollary problem, and one not fully explored here, concerns orthology
statements that belie multiple loci in one. Several of the loci show abnormally dissimilar
e-values for intra-locus comparisons, suggesting that the sequences have been forced to
represent a single locus, regardless of sequence similarity or coverage. For example,
within locus 48, Cirratulus sp. and Platynereis dumerilii return an e-value of 5E0 when
compared against each other, much like Sipunculus nudus vs. Arenicola marina within
locus 95. Of the 107 376 individual intra-locus BLAST hits, 2320 (2.16%) show evalues worse than 1E-5 and 1679 (1.56%) of them show e-values of 0.001 or less similar.
This could of course be exacerbated by the often-fragmentary nature of EST data
leading to very little overlap between taxa on any given locus. Regardless, if orthology
statements for the loci involved in these hits were based on e-values alone, many would
not accept that these loci should be considered orthologues. Indeed, BLAST-based
orthology prediction is becoming more stringent (Kharchenko et al., 2006; Chen et al.,
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2007) and there is some precedence for using an e-value cutoff of 1E-20 for unequivocal
orthology determination (e.g., Putta et al., 2004; Pel et al., 2007). If these stringent evalues were to be applied to the current amino acid data set, fully 12 481 sequences
(11.62%) would have to be removed from the partition to which they currently belong.

Errantia, Sedentaria and Pleistoannelida
Until the 1970’s, Polychaeta was widely accepted to consist of Archiannelida,
Errantia and Sedentaria (Bartolomaeus et al., 2005), although some authors had
expressed doubt about the reliability of these taxa (e.g., Dales, 1962; Day, 1967). In the
last quarter of the twentieth century, each of these large taxa was eliminated on the basis
of both phylogenetic analysis and morphological examinations. While Hermans (1969)
argued that archiannelid taxa are more closely related to each other than any other group
based on morphological phylogenetics, Westheide (1985, 1987) based his arguments on
ontogeny and a more comprehensive phylogeny, which suggested that Archiannelida is a
paraphyletic assemblage. Errantia and Sedentaria also were eliminated during this period
of rapid advancement of annelid systematics; Fauchald (1977) replaced them with 17
orders on the basis of morphological examination. Struck et al’s. (2011) analyses imply
a resurrection of Errantia and Sedentaria, and Struck (2011) also erects a new taxon,
Pleistoannelida (defined as the group consisting of Errantia and Sedentaria, and
exclusive of Sipuncula, Myzostomida and Chaetopterus).
In the most comprehensive analyses of Annelida prior to Struck et al. (2011)
none of Errantia, Sedentaria or Pleistoannelida were reliably recovered as monophyletic
groups (Zrzavý et al., 2009). With the most taxonomically broad analysis to date,
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Rousset et al. (2007), with 217 taxa for four loci, also failed to recover the monophyly of
Errantia, Sedentaria or Pleistoannelida. Our reanalysis of nucleotides and of amino acids
with redundant sequences removed continue to suggest a lack of compelling evidence
for the monophyly of Errantia or Sedentaria, much like both the nucleotide data set and
the original amino acid data set used by Struck et al. (2011) do not reliably find the
monophyly of Pleistoannelida under a parsimony framework. Interestingly though, when
removing the redundant loci from the amino acid data set, Pleistoannelida is recovered
as monophyletic but without support. If the root of the tree resulting from our analysis of
the original amino acid data set was applied at the node leading to Chaetopterus,
however, our tree would result in monophyly of both Errantia and Sedentaria. Indeed,
increased taxon sampling may be of even more importance than increased genetic
coverage, and could potentially accurately resolve the relationships at the base of the
tree of Annelida, which would have a large effect on the overall topology and groupings
found (see Phillipe et al., 2011). Regardless, in conjunction with previous studies, our
analyses suggest that the phylogenetic hypotheses of relationships both within Annelida,
and between the phylum and its constituent taxa are still unstable; finding suitable data
for resolving this is an important yet problematic issue.
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CHAPTER III
GENOME-WIDE SEARCH FOR LEECH ANTIPLATELET PROTEINS IN THE
NON-BLOODFEEDING LEECH HELOBDELLA ROBUSTA
(RHYNCHOBDELLIDA: GLOSSIPHONIIDAE) REVEALS EVIDENCE OF
SECRETED ANTICOAGULANTS.
(Adapted from: Kvist, S., Sarkar, I.N., Siddall, M.E. 2011. Genome-wide search for
leech antiplatelet proteins in the non-bloodfeeding leech Helobdella robusta
(Rhyncobdellida: Glossiphoniidae) reveals evidence of secreted anticoagulants.
Invertebrate Biology 130: 344-350.)

Abstract
The available genome of the non-bloodfeeding glossiphoniid leech Helobdella
robusta was screened for leech antiplatelet protein (LAPP), an anticoagulant that
specifically inhibits collagen-stimulated platelet aggregation. Previously identified
LAPP sequences from Haementeria officinalis were used as queries against the
predicted genes in the genome, employing a variety of BLAST protocols. Matches were
reciprocally BLASTed against GenBank databases as a cross-validation of the predicted
annotations of the genes. A total of eight loci, positioned as a tandem array, were
recovered with significantly low e-values and showed high sequence similarity (32.49%
average sequence similarity of shared amino acid positions) compared to the known
anticoagulants. Moreover, six of these possess a predicted signal peptide towards the Nterminus, indicating their secretion by the leech. All eight loci, together with known
LAPP sequences from Haementeria officinalis, as well as several sequences from
publicly available expressed sequence tag libraries of Haementeria depressa and
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Helobdella robusta were collectively aligned and subjected to phylogenetic analysis.
The resulting tree showed a monophyletic clade consisting of the Helobdella robusta
loci, placing as sister to the Haementeria-derived sequences. To corroborate the
evolution of the anticoagulants with the evolution of leeches more generally, the
topology of the LAPP-tree was compared to that of a previously published leech
phylogeny, and these show compatible topologies concerning the included genera. These
results corroborate contemporary phylogenetic work, which suggests that this nonbloodfeeding leech has a hematophagous ancestry.

Introduction
Leeches (Hirudinida) have evolved suites of salivary proteins (anticoagulants)
that are injected into the feeding site to facilitate bloodfeeding. They are used by leeches
both to prevent blood from coagulating around the incision wound of the prey, as well as
to maintain the blood in a suitable state during the long periods of digestion by the leech
(Salzet 2001).
Leech antiplatelet protein (LAPP) was first isolated from the glossiphoniid leech
Haementeria officinalis, and characterized as an inhibitor of collagen-stimulated platelet
aggregation (Connolly et al. 1992). A normal thrombus formation, following injury to
vascular walls, is mediated by von Willebrand-factor (vWf) via its conformational
change of proaggregatory collagen (Ruggeri 1997) and an irreversible binding to the
surface glycoprotein complex GP Ib/IX/V (Obert et al. 1999; Watson et al. 2000). This
leads to activation of the platelet and subsequent secretion of its granular contents,
which form aggregates stimulating both thrombosis and the further activation of
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platelets (Connolly et al. 1992; Carter et al. 1998). Like saratin, which is a LAPP
homologue first isolated from the European medicinal leech Hirudo medicinalis (Cruz et
al. 2001), LAPP residues bind to subendothelial collagen thus inhibiting the vWfmediated activation of the platelets. Already, LAPP and saratin have been isolated from
a variety of leech species from different taxonomic families (Min et al. 2010; Barnes et
al. 2001; Connolly et al. 1992) including Haementeria depressa and H. officinalis
(Glossiphoniidae), Hirudo medicinalis (Hirudinidae) and Macrobdella decora
(Macrobdellidae).
Helobdella robusta is a non-bloodfeeding freshwater leech in the family
Glossiphoniidae. As opposed to blood, the species feeds primarily on the haemolymphal
fluids of freshwater snails, a strategy known as liquidosomatophagy. However, if the
leech has had a recent hematophagous past, remnants of that ancestry may still be
encoded in its genome. Owing largely to the transparent nature of the body of the
organism, but also to the fact that its egg-cases (cocoons) are rather large and easily
maintained in a laboratory setting, H. robusta has rapidly become central to evolutionary
developmental studies of annelids (e.g. Shain 2009). In 2007, the DOE Joint Genome
Institute released results from a full-genome sequencing effort of H. robusta. This
genome enables investigations of the presence of anticoagulants also in a nonbloodfeeding leech. Here, we focus on investigating the presence of LAPP in Helobdella
robusta, the putative secretion of the protein and on corroborating the evolution of the
anticoagulant in the context of the evolution of the leech species that possess it.
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Methods
Characterization of putative salivary peptides
The full genome of Helobdella robusta is available on the Joint Genome Institute
(JGI) portal website (http://genome.jgi-psf.org/Helro1/Helro1.home.html). It consists of
2,354,463 reads in 1993 scaffolds for a total of 235.4 Mbp.
Amino acid sequences of previously characterized LAPP and saratin from
bloodfeeding leeches were employed as queries to matches against the H. robusta
genome. Queries were conducted using the tBLASTn and BLASTp algorithms on the JGI
portal website with an e-value cut-off of 1E-2, without filtering low complexity regions,
and using a gapped alignment with a BLOSUM62 scoring matrix. Complementary to this,
word-searches were performed for both anticoagulants among the gene annotations
already accomplished for the H. robusta genome. All matching regions were retained as
nucleotide sequence records and localized on the JGI genome browser so as to correlate
with gene predictions at each locus. Where more than one gene prediction model
identified multiple identical loci, only one was retained to avoid redundancy. For all
anticoagulant loci recovered in the H. robusta genome, both the nucleotide sequences
(with introns removed) and their translated amino acid sequences were individually
compared against the non-redundant (nr) GenBank nucleotide and protein sequence
databases (using tBLASTx and BLASTp, respectively) as a definitive cross-validation of
the predicted annotation (reciprocal BLAST or “bi-directional best hit” approach; Fang et
al. 2010). To localize expressed putative orthologues, candidate anticoagulants from the
H. robusta genome each were compared using the tBLASTx and BLASTn algorithms also
to available expressed sequence tag (EST) libraries both in GenBank and against a stand-
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alone Hirudo medicinalis EST library at http://genomes.ucsd.edu/leechmaster/database.
Moreover, to recover potential phylogenetic outgroups, LAPP from Haementeria
officinalis and saratin from Hirudo medicinalis were queried against the entire GenBank
nr nucleotide and protein databases, and the GenBank EST database, as well as the entire
genome of the polychaete Capitella teleta on the JGI website, using BLASTn and
BLASTx algorithms.
Signal peptides at the N-terminus were predicted using the SignalP 3.0 (Bendtsen
et al. 2004) server at the Center for Biological Sequence Analysis website
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/) employing both neural networks and hidden
Markov models for prediction. To identify and characterize conservation levels within
the full genome-derived sequences, these were aligned with known anticoagulants using
RevTrans 1.4 (Wernersson & Pedersen 2003) in accordance with their inferred amino
acid states. The alignment used Clustal W 1.83 (Thompson et al. 1994) as implemented
in RevTrans and used the Standard Genetic Code translation table. The amino acid
alignment was visualized using Jalview ver. 2 (Waterhouse et al. 2009) where percent
similarity was calculated by hand.

Phylogenetic analysis
Alignment of nucleotide sequences used for the phylogenetic analysis was also
accomplished with RevTrans 1.4 in accordance with their inferred amino acid states.
Aligned sequences were subjected to phylogenetic analysis under the parsimony
criterion using TNT (Goloboff et al. 2008). A heuristic search was performed using the
traditional search option with 100 random addition sequences and employing TBR
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branch swapping. Support values for the nodes were retrieved through standard
bootstrap re-sampling with 1000 iterations each consisting of 10 random addition
sequence replicates and with the same settings as above. For branch length comparisons,
the matrix and resulting TNT trees were imported into PAUP* ver. 2.0b10 (Swofford
2002) and branch lengths were calculated. The tree was rooted using saratin from H.
medicinalis.

Results
LAPP loci
A total of eight loci matching LAPP from Haementeria officinalis were found in
the Helobdella robusta genome (Table 3.1). When reciprocally BLASTed against
GenBank protein database , all of these loci matched leech antiplatelet proteins better
than anything else; six of these were matched at e-values <1E-5 whereas two of them
only hit with marginal e-values (BLASTp scores of 0.004 and 0.005). All eight of these
putative LAPP loci co-localized in a tandem array in the H. robusta genome. Significant
matches for the eight full-genome derived loci also were found in EST libraries that are
available for leeches (Table 3.1). No matches were found in the H. robusta genome for
saratin and no putative LAPP orthologues were found in the Hirudo medicinalis ESTlibrary.
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tblastx Haementeria
depressa EST library
(GenBank)
CN807637 LAPP (2E-16)
CN807637 LAPP (2E-7)
CN807637 LAPP (1E-5)
CN807637 LAPP (5E-6)
CN807637 LAPP (8E-5)
CN807637 LAPP (3E-5)
CN807637 LAPP (2E-6)
CN807637 LAPP (4E-5)

tblastx Helobdella
robusta EST library
(GenBank)
EY344275 (2E-64)
EY344275 (2E-64)
EY349090 (2E-56)
EY361718 (4E-61)
EY349090 (1E-75)
EY341220 (3E-59)
EY392612 (5E-56)
EY378603 (6E-59)

blastp GenBank nr.

Q01747 antiplatelet protein (1E-13)
Q01747 antiplatelet protein (5E-3)
1I8N_A LAPP (2E-7)
Q01747 antiplatelet protein (2E-5)
Q01747 antiplatelet protein (2E-7)
Q01747 antiplatelet protein (3E-5)
Q01747 antiplatelet protein (5E-7)
Q01747 antiplatelet protein (4E-3)

tblastx GenBank nr.

M81489 LAPP (1E-12)
M81489 LAPP (4E-3)
-

H. robusta locus

e_gw1.2.270.1
fgenesh4_pg.C_scaffold_2000933
e_gw1.2.291.1
fgenesh4_pg.C_scaffold_2000928
estExt_Genewise1.C_21054
fgenesh4_pg.C_scaffold_2000934
fgenesh4_pg.C_scaffold_2000930
fgenesh4_pg.C_scaffold_2000932

Table 3.1.Top matches in the GenBank nr. nucleotide and protein databases, as well as EST libraries using H. robusta loci as
queries. The H. robusta loci (left column) were identified through a tblastn search using a known anticoagulant sequence as query
(GenBank Accn. M81489).

Protein conservation and secretion
The amino acid alignment included nine taxa; all eight of the full genomederived loci and LAPP from H. officinalis. The average similarity of shared amino acid
positions was 32.49%. The six disulphide-bond-forming cysteines, indicative of
antiplatelet proteins (Min et al. 2010), showed full conservation across the eight full
genome-derived sequences. In addition, Signal P predicted the presence of signal
peptide regions in all but two sequences from the H. robusta genome (positions 10-27;
Fig. 3.1).

Phylogeny
The BLASTx and BLASTn analyses using LAPP from Haementeria officinalis
and saratin from Hirudo medicinalis against the entire GenBank nr database returned no
hits, suggesting that no orthologous proteins are present outside of the leech taxa used in
the present study. Thus, no outgroups could be used for the phylogenetic analysis
performed here. The LAPP data set included 23 nucleotide sequences; eight loci derived
from the full genome, 10 H. robusta EST sequences, three LAPP-loci from Haementeria
officinalis and Haementeria depressa EST libraries, and two saratin-loci from Hirudo
medicinalis and Macrobdella decora. A total of 549 aligned sites were analyzed, 279 of
which were parsimony informative. The heuristic search returned a single most
parsimonious tree with 1068 steps (Fig. 3.2a). The tree revealed a cluster grouping
LAPP from Haementeria officinalis (the annotated sequence M81489) with two EST
loci from Haementeria depressa (CN807637, CN807641). Sister to that group is a
monophyletic cluster of all H. robusta loci with full-genome derived and EST derived
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Fig. 3.1. Alignment of inferred amino acid sequences for H. robusta LAPP loci
together with the known anticoagulant from Haementeria officinalis. Red boxes
indicate predicted signal peptides, black boxes indicate fully conserved cysteines and
green underlining denotes the taxon with a known sequence of the anticoagulant.
Shading intensity corresponds to BLOSUM62 conservation.
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Fig. 3.2. Phylogenetic hypotheses of LAPP. a) Single most parsimonious tree
recovered from the heuristic search using the LAPP data set (L=1068 steps; CI= 0.658;
RI=0.784). Bootstrap values (>50%) are shown above each node. b) Phylogenetic
hypothesis of leeches modified from Min et al. (2010) with each of Haementeria,
Helobdella, Macrobdella and Hirudo (all discussed in the text) highlighted. The two
trees are in agreement concerning the aforementioned genera.
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loci interspersed. Several of the loci derived from the full genome are almost identical to
the corresponding Helobdella robusta EST sequence. In turn, the Helobdella /
Haementeria-group was recovered as sister to the Hirudo medicinalis / Macrobdella
decora group. To corroborate the phylogenetic hypothesis derived from the Helobdella
and Haementeria LAPP data set, the topology of the LAPP tree was compared to that of
a previously published phylogenetic hypothesis of leeches (Fig. 3.2b; Min et al. 2010).
The topology of the LAPP tree, concerning the relationships between LAPP orthologues
of Haementeria and Helobdella versus the saratin orthologues, mirrors the topology of
the more data-rich phylogeny of leeches (see Discussion).

Discussion
Hematophagous ancestry?
The similarity of predicted genes in the Helobdella robusta genome with a
known leech salivary gland-secreted anticoagulant (LAPP) is powerful corroboration of
contemporary phylogenetic work, which suggest that this non-bloodfeeding leech has a
hematophagous ancestry (Siddall & Burreson, 1995, 1996; Trontelj et al. 1999). Because
Glossiphoniidae is consistently recovered towards the base of the phylogeny of leeches
in independent studies (Siddall & Burreson, 1998; Apakupakul et al. 1999; Siddall et al.
2001; but see Trontelj et al. 1999), the finding of anticoagulants in this leech suggests
that possession of anticoagulants is not restricted to taxa in the more derived parts of the
phylogenetic tree. That is, our finding belies the long-held notion that hematophagy is a
recently derived trait (Mann 1962; Sawyer 1986; see Siddall & Burreson, 1996).
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The present study represents the first evidence of an anticoagulant in a nonbloodfeeding glossiphoniid leech. Interestingly, Kim et al. (1996) isolated and
biochemically characterized the serine protease inhibitor Guamerin II from the
macrophagous hirudinid (sensu Phillips & Siddall, 2009) Whitmania edentula.
Furthermore, Hovingh & Linker (1999) identified a hyaluronoglucuronidase from each
of Erpobdella obscura and Erpobdella punctata (macrophagous Erpobdellidae). Taken
together, these findings corroborate independent losses of bloodfeeding throughout the
evolutionary history of leeches as hypothesized by Siddall & Burreson (1995, 1996) and
Trontelj et al. (1999).

Putative role of LAPP and its genomic positioning in Helobdella robusta
It is not yet clear for what purpose H. robusta uses the anticoagulant. However,
as almost identical sequences were found also in H. robusta EST-libraries,
anticoagulant-like proteins seem to be expressed in this leech. Furthermore, several of
the putative vWf-blocking proteins contain a signal-peptide-encoding region towards the
N-terminus, indicating their secretion by the leech (Fig. 3.1).
Anticoagulation factors and lytic proteases have previously been isolated from
oligochaetous clitellates (Popovic et al. 1998; Jeon et al. 1995; Mihara et al. 1991), some
specifically able to lyse collagen and laminin (Jeon et al. 1995; Alberts et al. 1994). The
paraphyletic status of clitellata with several oligochaetous clitellates diverging earlier
than Hirudinida (Rousset et al. 2007), coupled with the apparent patchy expression
pattern of anticoagulants and (paralogous) collagen proteases across this group, raises
some questions concerning the evolutionary history of the proteins. One hypothesis
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would be the retention of these proteins throughout clitellata, enabling the change in
feeding strategy from macrophagy in several clitellates including oligochaetes to
liquidosomatophagy in e.g. Helobdella robusta. Like a macrophagous lifestyle,
liqiuidosomatophagy would require the breaking down of subendtothelial collagen, with
anticoagulation properties as a secondary effect. In turn, this would suggest that the
LAPP-like proteins already present in the genomes of related proboscis-bearing
(rhyncobdellid) species may be used for dual purposes; as a means for keeping blood
flowing in and around the incision wound and as a collagen protease. This breaking
down of collagen is not as obvious a need for jaw-bearing (arhynchobdellid)
hematophagous species, who restrict their incisions to the skin surface, and this may be
why the expression of collagen-binding/lysing proteins is not obvious in these species
(e.g. Hirudo medicinalis as mentioned above).
Interestingly, all of the eight predicted genes matching LAPP are positioned as
tandem repeats in the H. robusta genome. This may be due to linked functionality
between the loci. For example, where no independent promoter region exists between
the loci, the RNA polymerase may simultaneously transcribe them all in a single pass.
This would enable rapid, high-copy translation of a variety of LAPP’s; given the
diversity of collagen (Eyre 1980), it is tempting to speculate that this tandem array of
LAPP’s would be capable of simultaneously targeting an array of different collagen
types. Notably, platelet glycoproteins such as Ib and IIIa exhibit variable number tandem
repeats (Carter et al. 1998). Although the platelets targeted by LAPP and saratin are of
different kinds than glycoprotein Ib and IIIa, at this stage we cannot rule out that the
agonists also have a structural connection to the platelets. Koh & Kini (2009)
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demonstrated that the structure of both Kazal-type proteinase inhibitors and antistasinlike inhibitors include tandem repeat domains. Unfortunately, that study does not
include antiplatelet proteins. X-ray crystallography and/or nuclear magnetic resonance
studies would likely shed light on any interactions both between the domains in each
LAPP and between these consecutive loci.

Phylogeny
Although our search of the entire GenBank protein database failed to return any
putative LAPP orthologues, thus preventing any outgroups to be used in the
phylogenetic analysis, there are still three possible major topological outcomes of the
phylogenetic analysis conducted in the present study. Specifically, (i) LAPP from the
Haementeria species could place as sister to saratin, (ii) LAPP from Helobdella robusta
could place as sister to saratin, and (iii) the Haementeria and Helobdella robusta
orthologues could place as sister to each other. The hypothesis presented here shows the
latter topology, and this is congruent with the phylogenetic hypothesis of leeches
presented by Min et al. (2010). In other words, the topology of the phylogenetic tree of
leeches is in agreement with the tree derived from the LAPP loci in terms of the
concerned genera.

Conclusions
Through a combination of similarity analyses (BLASTn, BLASTp, tBLASTn
and tBLASTx) and phylogenetic analysis, we have shown that the non-bloodfeeding
glossiphoniid leech Helobdella robusta possesses putative orthologous to a known
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anticoagulant, LAPP. In light of previous phylogenetic hypotheses recovering
Helobdella at the base of the leech tree, this finding suggests that the presence of
anticoagulants is plesiomorphic in Hirudinea. Eight LAPP-like loci were found in H.
robusta and these are represented as a tandem array, a phenomenon that already
characterizes several other anticoagulation factors, and that may bring significant
benefits to the transcription efficiency of these specific DNA regions.
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CHAPTER IV
DIVERSITY AND SELECTIVE PRESSURES OF ANTICOAGULANTS IN
THREE MEDICINAL LEECH SPECIES (HIRUDINIDA: HIRUDINIDAE,
MACROBDELLIDAE).
Abstract
Although medicinal leeches have long been used as treatment for various
ailments because of their potent anticoagulation factors, neither the full diversity of
salivary components that inhibit coagulation, much less the evolutionary selection acting
on them has been thoroughly investigated. Here, we constructed expressed sequence tag
libraries from salivary glands of two species of medicinal leeches, Hirudo verbana and
Aliolimnatis fenestrata, and identify anticoagulant-orthologues through BLASTx
searches. The identified orthologues then were compared and contrasted to known
anticoagulants from a variety of leeches with different feeding habits, including nonsanguivorous species. Moreover, four different statistical methods for predicting
signatures of positive and negative evolutionary pressures were used to assess the level
and type of selection acting on the molecules as a whole and on specific sites. In total,
sequences showing BLASTx-orthology with eleven and seven known anticoagulants
were recovered in the A. fenestrata and H. verbana EST libraries, respectively. Selection
pressure analyses estimated high levels of purifying selection across the anticoagulant
diversity, yet some isolated sites, some with important an positioning, showed signs of
positive selection. These results represent a first attempt at mapping the anticoagulant
repertoires in a comparative fashion across several leech families, and not only show
that the diversities found in the expression of salivary peptides greatly exceed
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expectations but also suggest the feasibility of identifying the important active sites of
the proteins through selective pressure analyses.

Introduction
Whereas the documented use of leeches for medicinal purposes dates back
over two millennia, emphasis on the utility of leeches in modern medicine is becoming
more authoritative (Whitaker et al., 2004; Phillips and Siddall, 2009; Min et al., 2010).
The most conspicuous application of leeches is that for relief of venous congestion
following flap and digit replantation surgery (Dabb et al., 1992; Soucacos et al., 1994).
Critical to this application are leech anticoagulants, proteins that interfere with a normal
thrombus formation at various stages of the coagulation cascade, and that play an
important role in the leeches ability to feed for extended periods. Most widely exploited
of these is hirudin, first extracted from the European medicinal leech Hirudo medicinalis
Linnaeus, 1758, which binds irreversibly to the fibrinogen exosite of thrombin as well as
to the catalytic pocket (Rydel et al., 1990). With an inhibition constant in the picomolar
range, it remains the most potent natural direct thrombin inhibitor known (Greinacher
and Warkentin, 2008). However, leech salivary glands produce a more diverse
pharmacological cocktail of a wide variety of anticoagulants (e.g., Min et al., 2010;
Alaama et al., 2011) that not only assist in phlebotomy by keeping blood flowing in and
around an incision wound but that also keeps the blood from coagulating inside the leech
crop during the substantial periods of digestion, thus preventing inflexibility of the leech
body (Salzet, 2001). As an example of the diversity of coagulation-factors targeted by
leech anticoagulants, leech antiplatelet protein (LAPP) from the Mexican leech
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Haementeria officinalis de Fillippi, 1849, in contrast to hirudin, inhibits von Willebrand
factor-mediated, and collagen-stimulated, platelet aggregation by binding to
subendothelial collagen (Connolly et al., 1992). Other leech bioactive salivary peptides
target (e.g.,) factor Xa, XIIIa, plasmin and hyaluronic acid. Despite the renaissance of
leech anticoagulants in medicine, anticoagulant profiles are known for only three of the
more than 800 species.
Whereas the European Hirudo verbana Carena, 1820 remains the model for
biomedical studies on leeches (not H. medicinalis as previously thought; Siddall et al.
[2007]), much as it is the focal point for several other areas of invertebrate biology
(Shain, 2009), other continents are inhabited by hirudiniform counterparts equivalent to
Hirudo verbana in terms of feeding habits but with less documented use in medicine.
These include, but are not limited to, Macrobdella spp. in North America, Aliolimnatis
spp. in Africa, Hirudinaria spp in Asia, Goddardobdella spp. in Australia and (e.g.,)
Oxyptychus spp. in South America. Despite the infrequent mention of these leeches in
medical contributions, there is some evidence that these leeches historically have been
used to treat medical conditions in light of their equivalent bloodfeeding behaviors
(Phillips and Siddall, 2009). Sanguivory, however, also occurs in several other, only
distantly related, leech families including Glossiphoniidae, Piscicolidae, Praobdellidae,
Haemadipsidae and Xerobdellidae (Min et al., 2010). Whereas it has also been
hypothesized that bloodfeeding is a derived strategy in leeches, contemporary studies
seem to agree on the notion that bloodfeeding is a plesiomorphic strategy (Siddall and
Burreson, 1995, 1996; Trontelj et al., 1999; Min et al., 2010). It has even been
demonstrated that at least one non-bloodfeeding leech, Helobdella robusta Shankland et
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al., 1992 (Glossiphoniidae), while often recovered in the basal part of the phylogeny of
leeches (Siddall et al., 2005; Light & Siddall, 1999), nonetheless possesses ancestrally
inherited anticoagulants (Kvist et al., 2011). Min et al. (2010), described the partial
transcriptome of the North American medicinal leech, Macrobdella decora (Say, 1824),
and found several loci with very high sequence similarity to eight previously known
anticoagulants in addition to predicted serine protease inhibitors, lectoxin-like c-type
lectins, ficolin, disintegrins and histidine-rich proteins. In the same contribution, the
authors conclude that “the goal of identifying evolutionarily significant residues
associated with biomedically significant phenomena implies continued insights from a
broader sampling of blood-feeding leech salivary transcriptomes”. To this end, sampling
in a phylogenetic framework through focusing on sanguivorous taxa across the fullness
of the leech phylogeny will greatly increase our understanding of the evolution of
bloodfeeding in leeches. Moreover, identifying regions under negative and positive
selection within the anticoagulant molecules holds the potential to highlight gene
regions that are potentially critical to the functionality of the proteins providing a more
convincing understanding of the structure-function relationships of anticoagulant
proteins.
To address these topics, we here investigate and contrast salivary transcriptomes
from three different arynchobdellid leech species, from two different families. We also
investigate the general phylogenetic relationships of the orthologues, and assess the level
and type of selection pressures acting on the molecules and on specific sites.
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Material and methods
Taxon sampling and EST-library creation
Based on their geographic distribution and phylogenetic relationships, two
species were chosen for salivary EST-library creation; the European medicinal
hirudinoid leech Hirudo verbana and the African medicinal hirudinoid leech
Aliolimnatis fenestrata. These EST libraries then were compared with, and contrasted to,
a previously constructed EST-library for the North American medicinal macrobdelloid
leech Macrobdella decora (Min et al., 2010). Specimens of Hirudo verbana were
obtained from Leeches USA Ltd. (Westbury, New York) and specimens of Aliolimnatis
fenestrata were collected in Kasanka National Park, Zambia, from exposed skin while
wading in ponds.
Prior to RNA extraction, leeches were washed in 0.5% bleach for 1 min and
rinsed in deionized water for 1 min in order to minimize contamination of surface
bacteria. Using sterilized tools, salivary tissue masses (glandular tissue) were removed
aseptically by dissection while immersed in RNAlater (Qiagen, Valencia, California)
and subsequently rinsed in 0.5% bleach for 1 min and rinsed in deionized water for 1
min. RNA then was isolated using RNeasy Tissue kit (Qiagen). Subsequent construction
of cDNA libraries, as well as low-quality sequence and repeat masking, follow the
protocol detailed by Min et al. (2010).

Similarity and identification using BLASTx
A relational database for all EST sequences from all three species was created in
FileMaker Pro (FileMaker, Santa Clara, California) following the removal of low-
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quality sequences as determined with Sequence Analysis Software ver. 5.4 (Applied
Biosystems). At this point, sequences shorter than 150 bp in length also were removed
from the data set. As noted by Min et al. (2010), vector and adaptor sequence removal
was not necessary due to the use of Smart-seq sequencing primer, which anneals to
within 3 bp of the cloned insert. Nonetheless, the first 20–30 bp were automatically
trimmed so as to minimize the inclusion of 5’ sequencing errors. Sequences were
clustered locally using a BLASTn protocol based on an inclusion criterion of 1E-5
similarity score, and each cluster was assigned a unique identifier number.
High-quality, non-repetitive sequences were employed as queries in a BLASTx
search (searching a protein data base using a translated nucleotide query) against a
locally compiled set of known anticoagulants including the following accessions:
Q07558 hirudin from Hirudo medicinalis, P84590 hirudin from Poecilobdella viridis
(Moore, 1927), P28504 hirudin II from H. medicinalis, P26631 hirulin from Hirudinaria
manillensis (Lesson, 1842), P09865 bdellin from H. medicinalis, AAA96144 destabilase
I from H. medicinalis, AAA96143 destabilase II from H. medicinalis, AAN28679
cystatin from Theromyzon tessulatum (Müller, 1774), 0905140A eglin c from H.
medicinalis, Q01747 leech antiplatelet protein from Haementeria officinalis, P17350
decorsin from Macrobdella decora, Q9NBW4 therostasin from T. tessulatum,
AAB21233 ghilanten from Haementeria ghilianii de Filippi, 1849, P16242 ghilanten
from H. ghilianii, AAA29193 antistasin from H. officinalis, P15358 antistasin from H.
officinalis, AAD09442 guamerin from Hirudo nipponia Whitman, 1886, P80302
hirustasin from H. medicinalis, 2K13-X saratin from H. officinalis, patent
2006_US_7.049.124_B1 manillase from H. manillensis and a transcript from a previous
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M. decora EST library (Min et al. 2010) matching ficolin (cluster 686). The BLASTx
search used a similarity cut-off value of 1E-5. Moreover, the anticoagulant data set was
queried both against a stand-alone EST database for H. medicinalis on the Hirudinea
Genomics Consortium website (http://genomes.sdsc.edu/leechmaster/database/) and
against the genome of Helobdella robusta, available at the Joint Genome Institute (JGI)
portal website (http://genome.jgi-psf.org/Helro1/Helro1.home.html). Both searches
employed a cutoff e-value of 1E-5.
Sequences matching known anticoagulants were submitted to CodonCode
Aligner (Codoncode Corp., Dedham, Massachusetts) where they were reconciled into
unigene sequences using a 95% minimum percent identity cut-off and a 25% minimum
overlap length between sequences. The longest open-reading frame (ORF) of the single
representative (i.e., the “reference” sequence) of the multiple reconciled sequences was
retrieved. When irreconcilable, the longest ORF for each individual sequence was
retained. As a cross-control of the ORF’s, reference sequences were translated into
amino acids using six-frame translation on the ExPASy Bioinformatics Resource Portal
website (http://web.expasy.org/translate/). The longest nucleotide ORF within the
sequences was confirmed and all sequences were asserted to be in first frame (i.e., the
first position of the sequence was the first codon position in all cases). In cases where
newly generated EST sequences were substantially longer than the archetypal
anticoagulant sequences, these were truncated at either the 5’ end, 3’ end or both.
Prediction of signal peptides, which suggest secretion of the protein, was performed on
the SignalP 4.0 (Petersen et al., 2011) server at http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/.
Jalview ver. 2 (Waterhouse et al. 2009) was used to visualize the alignments in order to
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assess the level of conservation between translated sequences and protein sequences of
the archetypal anticoagulants.

Phylogenetic analyses
Nucleotide sequences of the unigenes were aligned with the respective known
anticoagulant and in accordance with their inferred amino acid states by employing
Dialign-T (Subramanian et al., 2005) as implemented in RevTrans 1.4 (Wernersson and
Pedersen, 2003). The separate alignments for each anticoagulant then were submitted to
TNT (Goloboff et al., 2008) for phylogenetic analyses under the parsimony criterion. A
traditional search was performed for each data set employing 100 initial addition
sequences and TBR branch swapping. All characters were un-weighted and non-additive
and gaps were treated as a fifth state. All trees were left unrooted.

Analysis of evolutionary selection
Each anticoagulant alignment was analyzed for selection pressures acting on the
full molecule by implementation of the PARRIS method (Scheffler et al., 2006) in
HyPhy (Kosakovsky Pond et al., 2005), and for site-specific selection using the codonbased likelihood ratio tests, Fixed Effects Likelihood (FEL), internal Fixed Effects
Likelihood (iFEL) and Random Effects Likelihood (REL). Statistical significance
(p<0.05) for ω (the ratio of the number of non-synonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site to the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site;
dN/dS) was assessed in HyPhy and all models of evolution relating to these analyses
were predicted using the same software. In addition, HyPhy was used to plot the
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likelihood ratio test (LRT) scores for each codon position resulting from the FEL
analyses.

Results
Anticoagulant diversity
After removal of low-quality and repetitive sequences, 1555 and 1800 sequences
remained for the EST libraries of Aliolimnatis fenestrata and Hirudo verbana,
respectively; already, 2019 sequences were available for Macrobdella decora (Min et
al., 2010).
For Aliolimnatis fenestrata, the 1555 sequences assembled into 408 distinct
clusters. The BLASTx search returned hits within the A. fenestrata EST library for each
of 11 well-characterized anticoagulants, as well as elastase inhibitors, eglin C and
plasmin inhibitors at e-values better than 1E-5 (Table 4.1). Factor Xa-inhibiting proteins
(antistasins, including the leech-isolated ghilanten, hirustasin, therostasin, guamerin and
piguamerin) were the most frequently found anticoagulants; 209 out of the total 1555
sequences matched antistasin-family proteins at e-values of 1E-5 or better. Sequence
reconciliation implied one major and one minor unigene transcript. The highest scoring
transcript showed an average amino acid identity of 49% when compared to P15358
antistasin from Haementeria officinalis, AAB21233 ghilanten from Haementeria
ghilianii, AAD09442 guamerin from Hirudo nipponia and P80302 hirustasin from
Hirudo medicinalis. The second most frequently recovered anticoagulant was
saratin/LAPP; 102 sequences matched the archetypal sequences at 1E-5 or better and
these reconciled into three major unigene transcripts. Two additional transcripts, each
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Table 4.1. Top anticoagulant BLASTx hits in each of the three EST-libraries
using a locally compiled set of known anticoagulants as targets.

Hirudin
Haemadin
Destabilase I
Destabilase II
Saratin
Bdellin
Piguamerin
Antistasin
Ghilanten
Hirustasin
Therostasin
Ornatin
LAPP
Decorsin
Elastase inhibitor
Eglin c
Heparanases
Plasmin inhibitor

Aliolimnatis fenestrata
9.1E-31
2.8E-12
1.7E-36
4.3E-11
7.3E-7
6.0E-20
1.6E-20
3.4E-19
1.7E-7
4.9E-8
2.2E-8
4.5E-8
4.5E-71
1.1E-12

Hirudo verbana
1.1E-6
5.6E-7
4.8E-20
4.8E-20
8.9E-6
3.9E-7
5.1E-42
2.2E-16
7.0E-159
1.4E-12
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Macrobdella decora
1.5E-7
1.6E-60
2.5E-13
2.6E-45
2.0E-6
5.6E-7
9.5E-22
5.6E-22
5.5E-6
4.3E-7
4.8E-8
7.0E-18
3.5E-8
1.9E-7
5.7E-13
4.6E-9

represented by a single sequence, showed e-values equal to or better than 1E-5 when
BLASTed against saratin. The transcript with the best e-value displayed 62% amino acid
identity when compared to 2K13-X saratin from Haementeria officinalis. Putative
manillase orthologues comprised six clones in one cluster, all of which reconciled into a
single transcript. The percentage of shared amino acid positions between the highest
scoring transcript and Patent no. 2006 US 7.049.124 B1 manillase from Hirudinaria
manillensis was 69%. Further, three irreconcilable putative bdellin orthologs matched
the archetypal sequence for bdellin, each thus corresponding to their own unigene. The
shared amino acid identity between the best scoring of these and P09865 bdellin from
Hirudo medicinalis was 43%. One single sequence representing a putative hirudin
orthologue was recovered in the A. fenestrata EST library at 9.1E-31 (Table 4.1). This
transcript showed 53% amino acid identity, on average, when compared to P28504
hirudin II from Hirudo medicinalis, P84590 hirudin from Poecilobdella viridis and
P26631 hirulin from Hirudinaria manillensis. One cluster, including three transcripts,
reconciled into a single unigene that matched a previously determined ficolin sequence
from Macrobdella decora. When compared to the archetypal sequence, this unigene
showed 61% amino acid identity. Finally, a single transcript matched 0905140A eglin c
at 4.5E-8 (Table 4.1) and shared 35% amino acid identity with the archetypal sequence.
For Hirudo verbana, the 1800 total sequences assembled into 419 clusters.
Putatively orthologous sequences were found in the H. verbana EST library for each of
seven known anticoagulants in addition to elastase inhibitors, eglin C and plasmin
inhibitors at equal to or better than 1E-5 (Table 4.1). The most frequently found
anticoagulants again belonged to the antistasin-family; these were represented by 14
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sequences, which reconciled into three major transcripts. An additional singleton
sequence matched antistasin-family proteins at 1E-5. The best scoring transcript showed
41% amino acid identity with the archetypal anticoagulants. A total of 10 sequences,
nine of which reconciled into a single unigene, matched bdellin at 1E-5 or better. When
compared to P09865 bdellin from Hirudo medicinalis, the best scoring transcript
displayed 51% amino acid identity. A single transcript matching each of manillase,
hirudin, eglin c, ficolin and a putative thrombin-inhibiting hirudin-like orthologue were
represented by a single sequence in the H. verbana EST library (Table 4.1). The putative
endoglucuronidase (manillase) transcript displayed 69% similarity with patent no.
2006US7049124B1 manillase from Hirudinaria manillensis, whereas the putative
hirudin transcript showed an average identity of 32% with P28504 hirudin II from
Hirudo medicinalis, P84590 hirudin from Poecilobdella viridis and P26631 hirulin from
Hirudinaria manillensis.
In addition, when screening the stand-alone Hirudo medicinalis EST library at a
1E-5 cutoff level, sequences showing putative orthology with nine well-characterized
anticoagulants and five other leech bioactive salivary peptides were found. These
included manillase, orgelase, destabilase, bdellin, saratin/LAPP, ghilanten, antistasin,
therostasin, ficolin, leucocyte elastase inhibitors, eglin c, c-type lectin and cystatin,
Sequences showing putative orthology with saratin/LAPP proteins were also found in
the genome of the non-bloodfeeding Helobdella robusta.
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Phylogeny reconstructions
The antistasin-family data set comprised 627 aligned sites, 275 being parsimonyinformative. The analysis of these yielded a single most parsimonious tree, 2079 steps
long (Fig. 4.1). The known anticoagulants M24423 antistasin from Haementeria
officinalis and U20787 ghilanten from Haemeteria ghilianii form a monophyletic cluster
sister to a larger set of newly generated sequences from H. verbana and A. fenestrata, as
well as a single sequence from H. medicinalis. By contrast, U38282 guamerin from
Hirudo nipponia places as sister to a clade consisting of predicted piguamerin and
hirustasin, and orthologues from each of A. fenestrata, H. medicinalis, H. depressa and
T. tessulatum (the archetypal sequence for theromyzon).
The saratin data set consisted of 669 aligned sites, 336 of which were parsimony
informative. Analysis of the saratin data set resulted in a single most parsimonious tree
with 2279 steps (Fig. 4.2). Three main monophyletic clusters can be identified in the
tree: the first exclusively containing orthologues derived from the EST library of
Macrobdella decora, the second including sequences from only glossiphoniid taxa
(Helobdella robusta and archetypal sequences from Haementeria officinalis and
Haementeria depressa), and the third including sequences from each of A. fenestrata, M.
decora and H. medicinalis. In the latter cluster, an antiplatelet protein from Hirudo
medicinalis (GenBank accession BD270371) groups with a saratin-like orthologue from
Macrobdella decora as well as a sequence derived from the stand-alone H. medicinalis
EST library (with very short internal branches).
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Fig. 4.1 Unrooted single most parsimonious tree recovered from analysis of the
antistasin-family data set (L=2079, CI=0.632, RI=0.642). When appropriate,
GenBank accession numbers follow taxon names. Branch lengths are drawn proportional
to change.
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Fig. 4.2 Unrooted strict consensus of two equally parsimonious trees recovered
from analysis of the saratin data set (L=2279, CI=0.587, RI=0.740). When
appropriate, GenBank accession numbers follow taxon names. For Helobdella robusta
orthologues, the numbers following the taxon name correspond to JGI scaffold for the
full genome sequencing. Branch lengths are drawn proportional to change.
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The hirudin data set consisted of 465 aligned sites, 60 of which were parsimony
informative. The analysis resulted in a single most parsimonious tree with 649 steps
(Fig. 4.3). The archetypal sequences from H. medicinalis (GenBank accessions M12693
and A14988) place as sister to the Aliolimnatis fenestrata EST sequence. By contrast,
the thrombin inhibitor and haemadin sequences, both from Haemadipsa sylvestris
(Z19864 and S58792, respectively), form a monophyletic cluster with the EST sequence
derived from Macrobdella decora.
The bdellin data set included 240 aligned sites, 111 of which were parsimony
informative. The parsimony analysis returned two most parsimonious trees 565 steps
long; the unrooted strict consensus of these is shown in Fig. 4.4. The known sequence of
bdellin from Hirudo nipponia (GenBank accession AF223972) forms a monophyletic
group with two sequences derived from the Hirudo medicinalis stand-alone EST library.
In turn, this group places as sister to a sequence derived from Macrobdella decora.
Beyond this, the remaining sequences are interspersed across the tree without relevant
taxonomic clustering.
The endoglucuronidase (manillase) data set included 1257 aligned sites, 106
being parsimony informative. The parsimony analysis returned a single most
parsimonious tree, 2288 steps long (Fig. 4.5). As nucleotide sequences have yet to be
generated for the leech-derived endoglucuronidases manillase and orgelase, an already
existing EST sequence (EY484527) showing orthology at the amino acid level with
manillase acted as the archetypal variant in the data set. In the resulting tree, this
sequence is sister to a clade containing orthologues from Hirudo medicinalis and Hirudo
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Fig. 4.3 Unrooted single most parsimonious tree recovered from analysis of the
hirudin data set (L=649, CI=0.924, RI=0.809). When appropriate, GenBank accession
numbers follow taxon names. Branch lengths are drawn proportional to change.
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Fig. 4.4 Unrooted strict consensus of two equally parsimonious trees recovered
from analysis of the bdellin data set (L=565, CI=0.742, RI=0.738). When appropriate,
GenBank accession numbers follow taxon names. Branch lengths are drawn proportional
to change.
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Fig. 4.5 Unrooted single most parsimonious tree recovered from analysis of the
manillase (heparanase-class endoglucuronidase) data set (L=2288, CI=0.891,
RI=0.852). When appropriate, GenBank accession numbers follow taxon names. Branch
lengths are drawn proportional to change.
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verbana. In turn, this cluster places as sister to the remaining sequences from A.
fenestrata, M. decora and H. medicinalis.
The decorsin data set comprised orthologues from Macrobdella decora and
putative orthologues from the stand-alone Hirudo medicinalis EST library. The final
data set included 210 aligned positions, 23 of which were parsimony informative. The
analysis returned a single most parsimonious tree with 144 steps (Fig. 4.6). The two
sequences from the patents for decorsin form a dichotomy and so do the Macrobdella
decora orthologues.
Destabilase orthologues (matching at 1E-5 or better) were only found in
Macrobdella decora and Hirudo medicinalis. The full data set comprised 882 aligned
sites (211 parsimony informative characters) and analysis of these resulted in a single
most parsimonious tree 453 steps long (Fig. 4.7). The archetypal sequence and the
Hirudo medicinalis ESTs cluster together, as sister to two Macrobdella decora
orthologues. Sister to this group is a large cluster of M. decora sequences.
The ficolin data set consisted of 648 aligned sites (132 parsimony
informative) and the analysis of these resulted in a single tree, 967 steps long (Fig. 4.8).
The “archetypal” ficolin sequence, derived from the M. decora EST library, places as
sister to two of the three Hirudo medicinalis EST sequences; the remaining sequence
groups with the single Aliolimnatis fenestrata orthologue.
For eglin c, the compiled data set consisted of 384 characters, 41 of which
were parsimony informative. The parsimony analysis resulted in a single tree with 321
steps. In the tree (Fig. 4.9), the sequences derived from H. medicinalis cluster and place
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Fig. 4.6 Unrooted single most parsimonious tree recovered from analysis of the
decorsin data set (L=144, CI=1.000, RI=1.000). When appropriate, GenBank
accession numbers follow taxon names. Branch lengths are drawn proportional to
change.
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Fig. 4.7 Unrooted single most parsimonious tree recovered from analysis of the
destabilase data set (L=1023, CI=0.811, RI=0.664). When appropriate, GenBank
accession numbers follow taxon names. Branch lengths are drawn proportional to
change.
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Fig. 4.8 Unrooted single most parsimonious tree recovered from analysis of the
ficolin data set (L=967, CI=0.896, RI=0.646). When appropriate, GenBank accession
numbers follow taxon names. Branch lengths are drawn proportional to change.
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Fig. 4.9 Unrooted single most parsimonious tree recovered from analysis of the
eglin c data set (L=321, CI=0.938, RI=0.512). When appropriate, GenBank accession
numbers follow taxon names. Branch lengths are drawn proportional to change.
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as sister to a cluster containing the remaining sequences from the three EST libraries of
M. decora, H. verbana and Aliolimnatis fenestrata.

Selection pressures
Complete data sets for each of the anticoagulants were subjected to selection
pressure analyses. Most likely due to the low taxonomic coverage in the data sets, the
REL method often predicted positive selection at invariable sites, i.e., sites with full
conservation. Therefore, the results from the REL analyses were not considered herein.
The results from the PARRIS, FEL and iFEL analyses are presented in Table 4.2. The
analyses agreed on relatively high levels of purifying selection across the diversity of the
anticoagulants, with only isolated sites showing signs of positive selection. By and large,
both the FEL and iFEL analyses resulted in similar amounts of site-specific positive and
negative selection (Table 4.2) and the PARRIS analysis showed no evidence of positive
selection for any of the alignments.
The antistasin alignment included a single site under positive selection (codon 26
predicted by iFEL; Fig. 4.10a). However, this occurs within the predicted signal peptide
region, thus outside of any expected active region (Nutt et al., 1988; Dunwiddie et al.,
1989). The LRT-scores (recovered from the FEL analyses) show a conspicuous spike in
the middle of the alignment (Fig. 4.10b), in a region that is transitively highly conserved.
Besides high LRT scores (>10) for the purifying selection acting on disulphide-bondforming cysteines, there is also high purifying selection acting on a glycine (Gly) residue
at codon 127, immediately preceding a fully conserved cysteine.
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Table 4.2. Number of sites found to be under positive or purifying selection in
the FEL, iFEL, REL and PARRIS analyses (P ≤ 0.05 in all cases).
Locus
Antistasin
Bdellin
Decorsin
Destabilase
EglinC
Ficolin
Hirudin
Manillase
Saratin

#Aligned codons
209
80
70
151
128
216
155
419
223

Significant sites at P ≤ 0.05
Positive selection
Purifying selection
FEL iFEL PARRIS
FEL iFEL
PARRIS
1
0
0
44
30
N/A
0
1
0
18
16
N/A
0
0
0
2
2
N/A
1
0
0
32
27
N/A
0
0
0
23
1
N/A
1
4
0
44
8
N/A
0
0
0
13
3
N/A
1
3
0
40
20
N/A
2
2
0
22
24
N/A
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Fig. 4.10 Alignment of inferred amino acid sequences for antistasin-family putative
orthologues from Aliolimnatis fenestrate, Hirudo verbana and Macrobdella decora
together with the archetypal anticoagulants. (a) The full alignment of orthologues
across the known taxonomic diversity. Red boxes denote the predicted signal peptide
regions, green boxes denote fully conserved cysteines and yellow boxes denote sites
predicted to be under positive selection by iFEL. Shading intensity corresponds to
BLOSUM62 conservation. Afen, Aliolimnatis fenetrata; Hver, Hirudo verbana; Mdec,
Macrobdella decora; Hdep, Haementeria depressa; Hoff, Haementeria officinalis; Hghi,
Haementeria ghilianii; Hnip, Hirudo nipponia; Hmed, Hirudo medicinalis; Ttes,
Theromyzon tessulatum. (b) Likelihood ratio test (LRT) scores for selection pressures at
each site, plotted against codon position.
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Three different codons in the saratin/LAPP alignment exhibited signs of positive
selection: one by FEL (codon 147), one by iFEL (codon 121), and one predicted by both
methods (codon 100) (Fig. 4.11a). The principle collagen-binding sites of saratin have
been defined (Gronwald et al., 2008) and, interestingly, one of them (Tyr42)
is predicted to be under positive selection in the current alignment (this position is also
involved in high exchange contributions to conformational motions; Gronwald et al.,
2008). Interestingly, the three positively selected codons occur in regions with otherwise
high prevalence of negative selection and with high accompanying LRT scores (Fig.
4.11b). There are particularly high levels of purifying selection in the second domain of
the molecule, between codons 98-147, including two almost fully conserved lysines
(Lys) between the second and third cysteines (Cys).
For hirudin, no positive selection was inferred from any of the three methods.
In contrast, LRT scores are high for the prediction of purifying selection across the
molecule (Fig. 4.12a), with two sites (codon 52 [Cys] and codon 53 [Glu/Gly]) showing
LRT scores above 6 (Fig. 4.12b). Six cysteines, involved in three disulphide-bonds are
conserved across the alignment, solidifying previous findings of the disulphide-folding
pathway of hirudin (Chatrenet and Chang, 1993; Min et al., 2010).
In the bdellin alignment, orthologues show high amino acid conservation
compared to the known sequence of the anticoagulant (AF223972), especially between
codons 39-80 (corresponding to amino acid positions 23-59 in the archetypal
anticoagulant; Fig. 4.13a). This includes full conservation of six cysteines, presumably
involved in three disulfide-bonds. Positive selection was only predicted for one site
(codon 26; FEL) and this was positioned inside the predicted signal peptide region. The
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Fig. 4.11 Alignment of inferred amino acid sequences for saratin putative
orthologues from Aliolimnatis fenestrata and Macrobdella decora together with the
archetypal anticoagulants. (a) The full alignment of orthologues across the known
taxonomic diversity. Red boxes denote the predicted signal peptide regions, green boxes
denote fully conserved cysteines, black boxes denote sites predicted to be under positive
selection by FEL and yellow boxes denote sites predicted to be under positive selection
by iFEL. Shading intensity corresponds to BLOSUM62 conservation. Afen, Aliolimnatis
fenetrata; Hver, Hirudo verbana; Mdec, Macrobdella decora; Hoff, Haementeria
officinalis; Hrob, Helobdella robusta; Hmed, Hirudo medicinalis. (b) Likelihood ratio
test (LRT) scores for selection pressures at each site, plotted against codon position.
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Fig. 4.12 Alignment of inferred amino acid sequences for hirudin putative
orthologues from Aliolimnatis fenestrata and Macrobdella decora together with the
archetypal anticoagulants. (a) The full alignment of orthologues across the known
taxonomic diversity. Red boxes denote the predicted signal peptide region and green
boxes denote fully conserved cysteines. Shading intensity corresponds to BLOSUM62
conservation. Afen, Aliolimnatis fenetrata; Mdec, Macrobdella decora; Hmed, Hirudo
medicinalis; Hsyl, Hirudinaria sylvestris. (b) Likelihood ratio test (LRT) scores for
selection pressures at each site, plotted against codon position.
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Fig. 4.13 Alignment of inferred amino acid sequences for bdellin putative
orthologues from Aliolimnatis fenestrata, Hirudo verbana and Macrobdella decora
together with the archetypal anticoagulant. (a) The full alignment of orthologues
across the known taxonomic diversity. Red boxes denote the predicted signal peptide
region, green boxes denote fully conserved cysteines and black boxes denote sites
predicted to be under positive selection by FEL. Shading intensity corresponds to
BLOSUM62 conservation. Afen, Aliolimnatis fenetrata; Hver, Hirudo verbana; Mdec,
Macrobdella decora; Hnip, Hirudo nipponia; Hmed, Hirudo medicinalis. (b) Likelihood
ratio test (LRT) scores for selection pressures at each site, plotted against codon
position.
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highest LRT scores (Fig. 4.13b) were retrieved for codon 48 (Lys) and codon 55 (Gly).
The identification of two proline (Pro) residues in bdellin from M. decora by Min et al.
(2010), while surprising (see Fritz et al., 1971), is corroborated by equivalent residues in
all variants of orthologues in both H. verbana and A. fenestrata.
For the site-specific analyses of the manillase alignment, both FEL and iFEL
predicted positive selection at codon 358 (Asn), and iFEL alone predicted positive
selection at codons 14 (Ala) and 370 (Ser) (Fig. 4.14a). High conservation occurs
throughout the alignment; two fully conserved leucines (Leu) at codons 257 and 265
give rise to the two LRT scores above 10 (Fig. 4.14b).
There is no evidence of positive selection acting on the residues in the
decorsin data set (Fig. 4.15a), which included orthologues from Macrobdella decora as
well as the known decorsin sequence. In addition, whereas the entire alignment consists
of almost fully conserved residues with LRT scores >3 (Fig. 4.15b), FEL and iFEL
estimated only three of these as being under purifying selection: codons 51 (Pro), 60
(Arg) and 67 (Cys); both methods agree on the latter residue. The six cysteine residues
are fully conserved.
A single site in the destabilase alignment was estimated to be under positive
selection by FEL (codon 30 [Ser]). However, as with both antistasin and bdellin, this
codon is within the signal peptide region, thus not in any region of the mature peptide
(Fig. 4.16a). A disproportional spike in LRT score (>15), as compared to the remaining
alignment, is calculated for the proline (Pro) present at codon 68 (Fig. 4.16b). Very high
sequence conservation is present in the mature peptide (i.e., beyond the signal peptide
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Fig. 4.14 Alignment of inferred amino acid sequences for heparanase-class
endoglucuronidase (manillase) putative orthologues from Aliolimnatis fenestrata,
Hirudo verbana and Macrobdella decora together with the archetypal anticoagulant.
(a) The full alignment of orthologues across the known taxonomic diversity. Black
boxes denote sites predicted to be under positive selection by FEL and yellow boxes
denote sites predicted to be under positive selection by iFEL. Shading intensity
corresponds to BLOSUM62 conservation. Afen, Aliolimnatis fenetrata; Hver, Hirudo
verbana; Mdec, Macrobdella decora; Hmed, Hirudo medicinalis. (b) Likelihood ratio
test (LRT) scores for selection pressures at each site, plotted against codon position.
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Fig. 4.15 Alignment of inferred amino acid sequences for decorsin putative
orthologues from Macrobdella decora together with the archetypal anticoagulants.
(a) The full alignment of orthologues across the known taxonomic diversity. Red boxes
denote the predicted signal peptide region and green boxes denote fully conserved
cysteines. Shading intensity corresponds to BLOSUM62 conservation. Mdec,
Macrobdella decora. (b) Likelihood ratio test (LRT) scores for selection pressures at
each site, plotted against codon position.
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Fig. 4.16 Alignment of inferred amino acid sequences for destabilase putative
orthologues from Macrobdella decora together with the archetypal anticoagulant.
(a) The full alignment of orthologues across the known taxonomic diversity. Red boxes
denote the predicted signal peptide region, green boxes denote fully conserved cysteines
and black boxes denote sites predicted to be under positive selection by FEL. Shading
intensity corresponds to BLOSUM62 conservation. Mdec, Macrobdella decora; Hmed,
Hirudo medicinalis. (b) Likelihood ratio test (LRT) scores for selection pressures at each
site, plotted against codon position.
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region). In addition, the number of conserved cysteines (N=14) across the alignment
agrees perfectly with previous findings in destabilase (Min et al., 2010).
For the ficolin alignment (Fig. 4.17a), iFEL predicts positive selection for four
codons (3, 92, 135 and 165) whereas FEL predicts equivalent selection for only a single
codon (146). Interestingly, both codon 135 and 165 occur in regions with otherwise high
levels of purifying selection and high accompanying LRT scores (Fig. 4.17b); for both
codons, the adjacent sites are fully conserved, codon 136 displaying the second highest
LRT score (>12) across the alignment. Two cysteines show full conservation in the
alignment; the tertiary structure for leech-derived ficolin has yet to be determined but it
is likely that these cysteines form a disulphide-bridge.
The alignment of the eglin c-like orthologues shows high conservation, in
particular between codons 38-101 (Fig. 4.18a) and FEL predicts 23 sites as being under
purifying selection. The average LRT score across the alignment is 1.58 (Fig. 4.18b), the
highest (8) occurring at codon 51 (Arg). No sites are estimated to be under positive
selection by any of the methods and our results agree with previous studies (Min et al.,
2010) in that no cysteines are present in the eglin c molecule.

Discussion
Our annotations of two newly prepared salivary transcriptome EST libraries
from the European medicinal leech Hirudo verbana and the African medicinal leech
Aliolimnatis fenestrata show that these leeches each produce pharmacological cocktails
with similar anticoagulant-diversity to that of the North American medicinal leech
Macrobdella decora, with the exception of decorsin and destabilase. In total, the A.
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Fig. 4.17 Alignment of inferred amino acid sequences for ficolin putative
orthologues from Aliolimnatis fenestrata and Macrobdella decora together with the
archetypal anticoagulant. (a) The full alignment of orthologues across the known
taxonomic diversity. Green boxes denote fully conserved cysteines, black boxes denote
sites predicted to be under positive selection by FEL and yellow boxes denote sites
predicted to be under positive selection by iFEL. Shading intensity corresponds to
BLOSUM62 conservation. Mdec, Macrobdella decora; Afen, Aliolimnatis fenetrata;
Hmed, Hirudo medicinalis. (b) Likelihood ratio test (LRT) scores for selection pressures
at each site, plotted against codon position.
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Fig. 4.18 Alignment of inferred amino acid sequences for eglin c putative
orthologues from Aliolimnatis fenestrata, Hirudo verbana and Macrobdella decora
together with the archetypal anticoagulants. (a) The full alignment of orthologues
across the known taxonomic diversity. Red boxes denote the predicted signal peptide
region and shading intensity corresponds to BLOSUM62 conservation. Hver, Hirudo
verbana; Afen, Aliolimnatis fenetrata; Mdec, Macrobdella decora; Hmed, Hirudo
medicinalis. (b) Likelihood ratio test (LRT) scores for selection pressures at each site,
plotted against codon position.
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fenestrata EST library included transcripts that showed BLASTx-orthology with 11
well-characterized leech anticoagulants and several other bioactive peptides, whereas the
H. verbana library included transcripts orthologous to seven anticoagulants and several
other peptides. Expressed salivary proteins in M. decora already have been shown to
comprise an unprecedented diversity of anticoagulants (Min et al., 2010). The results
presented here support the notion that such diversity is general to hirudinoid leeches. In
addition, for the three taxa, the frequently predicted signal peptide-regions in
orthologous sequences for each of antistasin-family proteins, bdellin, decorsin,
destabilase, eglin c, hirudin and saratin/LAPP are indicative of the secretion, and
ultimate use, of these anticoagulants by the leeches. In contrast to (e.g.,) the functionally
diverse and highly prey-specific snake venoms, which commonly evolve under positive
selection (Heatwole and Powell, 1998; Kordis et al., 2002; Gibbs and Rossiter, 2008),
maintaining a wide variety of intact anticoagulation factors (mediated by strong
purifying selection) would enable even an individual leech to feed on a wide array of
prey.
As a first attempt to assess the type and level of selection acting on leech
anticoagulants, here we show that purifying selection is extensive across the alignments
of the various anticoagulants. In particular, the alignments for antistasin-family proteins,
saratin/LAPP and destabilase show very high LRT scores for sites under purifying
selection (Figs. 4.10b, 4.11b and 4.16b). Transitively, amino acid conservation is high
throughout the alignments of all the anticoagulants, but polymorphisms and indels do
exist and are especially conspicuous in the hirudin, manillase and eglin c alignments
(Figs. 4.12a, 4.14a and 4.18a). Nonetheless, the importance of the anticoagulant proteins
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for the leeches seems to be manifested in the high levels of purifying selection,
presumably acting on the genes in order to keep the ORF’s intact. Common to most of
the alignments is the fact that residues adjacent to disulphide-bond-forming cysteines
often show high conservation, suggesting their importance to the structure and, by
extension, function of the molecule. This is especially evident in the saratin/LAPP,
bdellin, decorsin and destabilase alignments (Figs. 4.11a, 4.13a, 4.15a, 4.16a), as well as
a particular region in the antistasin alignment (Fig. 4.10a).
By contrast, only isolated sites were predicted to be under positive selection, and
these were commonly spread out across the alignments, as opposed to being
concentrated in a particular region. Interestingly, for saratin/LAPP and ficolin, positive
selection was estimated for sites situated in regions otherwise characterized by high
levels of purifying selection (especially codons 100 and 147 in the saratin/LAPP
alignment; Fig. 4.11a). If these polymorphic sites affect the structure-function
relationship of the anticoagulants, this would allow each individual leech to
simultaneously target a wide variety of factors in the coagulation cascades of their prey.
In the specific case of saratin/LAPP, it has already been demonstrated that polymorphic
orthologues occur as tandem arrays in the genome of the non-bloodfeeding leech
Helobdella robusta, likely allowing the leeches to simultaneously target the wide
assortment of collagen produced by their prey (Kvist et al., 2011). In the present study,
we identified five different unigene transcripts for Aliolimnatis fenestrata and eight
different unigene transcripts for Macrobdella decora. No saratin/LAPP orthologues
were found in the Hirudo verbana EST library but because they occur in the closely
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related Hirudo medicinalis, this is likely contingent on the specifics of the EST library
creation rather than H. verbana not possessing the anticoagulant.
On the one hand, the methods used here to assign selection pressures to codons
overcome the lack of statistical power inherent in simple counting strategies and are less
prone to false positives but, on the other hand, their performances are reliant on the size
of the data sets (Kosakovsky Pond & Frost, 2005). Due to both the paucity of
comparative data for leech anticoagulant repertoires and the short sequence nature of the
peptides, some of the data sets used here may not possess the inherent degrees of
freedom needed to accurately infer evolutionary selection pressures. In order to promote
a fuller understanding of the selective pressures and diversities of anticoagulation factors
(and other bioactive salivary peptides) across the evolutionary history of leeches, future
studies should, importantly, appoint both target taxa that widen the scope of diversity
and full transcriptome sequencing.

Decorsin, destabilase and hirudin: low or transient expression?
Most of the anticoagulants found in the present study are common to all three
taxa. However, decorsin and destabilase were only found in Macrobdella decora and
hirudin was not recovered in the Hirudo verbana EST library. This is notwithstanding
that H. verbana has been the model for biomedical studies of hirudin for the last 20
years (Salzet, 2001; Siddall et al., 2007; Mamelak et al., 2010; Porshinsky et al., 2011;
Gröbe et al., 2012). Whereas the absence of these anticoagulants can be taken as a sign
that these are exclusive to certain taxa, it is also possible that they are transiently
expressed in the salivary glands. In more specific terms, the leech may need excessive or
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particular stimuli in order to commence the secretion of these proteins or they may only
be expressed after a certain time-period of bloodfeeding. An improbable alternative
explanation to this involves the impediment of the expression of the anticoagulants by
the use Escherichia coli as a vector (see Sudbery, 1996; Tan et al., 2007). However, by
virtue of the identification of these anticoagulants in at least one taxon, it seems that
using E. coli has no bearing on the expression levels.

Evolution of anticoagulants
Determining the genealogical relationships of the anticoagulation factors is
important for understanding how evolutionary change within each molecule proceeds
over time. For most of the anticoagulants, because of the often-paraphyletic nature of the
orthologues from a single taxon (e.g., Fig. 4.4), the analyses performed here may
suggest that these sequences represent several different (both paralogous and
orthologous?) loci. This is further corroborated by the irreconcilability of several
different transcripts within each taxon.
In addition to the phylogeny of the anticoagulants, the leech phylogeny adds a
historical correlative framework for inferences on the evolution of the specific leechderived proteins (Siddall et al., 2011). Overall, however, there is little concordance
between the evolutionary histories of the anticoagulants (Figs. 4.1-4.9) and previous
hypotheses of the leech phylogeny (Min et al., 2010; Siddall et al. 2011). In the leech
hypotheses, glossiphoniid leeches are recovered at the base of the tree (see also Light
and Siddall, 1999; Siddall et al., 2005) and Aliolimnatis and Hirudo are more closely
related to each other than either is to Macrobdella (see also Phillips and Siddall, 2009).
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The anticoagulant-trees shown in the present study often show little structure in terms of
monophyly of orthologues from any single species. One exception to this, however, is
the tree derived from the saratin/LAPP data set, which, if rooted at an orthologue from a
glossiphoniid taxon, is largely congruent with the reigning leech phylogenetic
hypothesis. The presence of different protein-variants within a single leech (Mason et
al., 2004; Faria et al., 2005; Kvist et al., 2011) may be the cause for the lack of
concordance between the anticoagulant trees and the leech phylogeny. Regardless of
this, our analyses suggest that, much like Siddall et al. (2011) predicted, the origins of
each of hirudin, bdellin, various antistasin-family proteins, eglin c and
endoglucuronidases predate the origins of the medicinal leeches considered here.
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CHAPTER V
PHYLOGENOMICS OF REICHENOWIA PARASITICA, AN
ALPHAPROTEOBACTERIAL ENDOSYMBIONT OF THE FRESHWATER
LEECH PLACOBDELLA PARASITICA
(Adapted from: Kvist, S., Narechania, A., Oceguera-Figueroa, A., Fuks, B., Siddall,
M.E. 2011. Phylogenomics of Reichenowia parasitica, an alphaproteobacterial
endosymbiont of the freshwater leech Placobdella parasitica. PLoS One 6: e28192. doi:
10.1371/journal.pone.0028192)

Abstract
Although several commensal alphaproteobacteria form close relationships with
plant hosts where they aid in (e.g.,) nitrogen fixation and nodulation, only a few inhabit
animal hosts. Among these, Reichenowia picta, R. ornata and R. parasitica, are
currently the only known mutualistic, alphaproteobacterial endosymbionts to inhabit
leeches. These bacteria are harbored in the epithelial cells of the mycetomal structures of
their freshwater leech hosts, Placobdella spp., and these structures have no other
obvious function than housing bacterial symbionts. However, the function of the
bacterial symbionts has remained unclear. Here, we focused both on exploring the
genomic makeup of R. parasitica and on performing a robust phylogenetic analysis,
based on more data than previous hypotheses, to test its position among related bacteria.
We sequenced a combined pool of host and symbiont DNA from 36 pairs of mycetomes
and performed an in silico separation of the different DNA pools through subtractive
scaffolding. The bacterial contigs were compared to 50 annotated bacterial genomes and
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the genome of the freshwater leech Helobdella robusta using a BLASTn protocol.
Further, amino acid sequences inferred from the contigs were used as queries against the
50 bacterial genomes to establish orthology. A total of 358 orthologous genes were used
for the phylogenetic analyses. In part, results suggest that R. parasitica possesses genes
coding for proteins related to nitrogen fixation, iron/vitamin B translocation and plasmid
survival. Our results also indicate that R. parasitica interacts with its host in part by
transmembrane signaling and that several of its genes show orthology across
Rhizobiaceae. The phylogenetic analyses support the nesting of R. parasitica within the
Rhizobiaceae, as sister to a group containing Agrobacterium and Rhizobium species.

Introduction
Hematophagous leeches (Hirudinida) of the family Glossiphoniidae posses
specialized organs related to the esophagous whose only known function is to house
intracellular bacterial symbionts [1-3]. These structures, known as mycetomes or
bacteriomes, show high morphological plasticity across the family ranging from
granular tube-like structures circumscribing the esophagous in the genus
Placobdelloides to distinct spheroid structures in the genus Haementeria [1]. In the
genus Placobdella, the mycetomes are arranged as a pair of blind caeca about half-way
down the esophagous [1,4]. Notably, mycetomes and the associated symbionts are
completely absent from those leeches in Glossiphoniidae that have given up bloodfeeding entirely (e.g., species of Glossiphonia and Helobdella). Because of the retention
of these organs in hematophagous glossiphoniid leeches, the bacterial symbionts likely
play an important role for the hosts. It has been hypothesized that the lack of essential
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nutrients, such as vitamins and enzymes, brought by the leeches’ restricted diet of
vertebrate blood [5], is ameliorated by the provision of nutrients by bacterial symbionts
housed in the mycetomes [6]. Commonly in both plants and animals, obligate bacterial
symbionts (primary symbionts) are housed in a distinct set of host-cells, known as
bacteriocytes, and are strongly associated with these cells, to the point that they cannot
invade unspecialized tissues [7]. The importance of the leech bacterial symbionts is also
suggested by their vertical transovarial transmission [4].
Although symbiotic associations between bacteria and leeches are welldocumented [1,4,6,8,9], several questions concerning the details of the symbioses still
remain. In particular, neither the function of the bacterial symbionts nor their putative
“symbiont syndrome” has been clearly determined. The symbiont syndrome is a
collective term for a set of features that are characteristic of intracellular bacterial
symbionts [10,11]. These include a reduction in genome size, A-T bias, rapid sequence
evolution and frequent gene rearrangements.
Siddall et al. [4] described the alphaproteobacterium Reichenowia parasitica
from the mycetomes of its freshwater leech host, Placobdella parasitica, and, hitherto,
the genus Reichenowia (three species; R. picta, R. ornata and R. parasitica) contain the
only known mutualistic, endosymbiotic Rhizobiaceae that inhabit animal hosts. Other
mutualistic alphaproteobacteria inhabit plants (e.g., Rhizobium, Agrobacterium) and
most of those that infect animals (e.g., Brucella spp.) are parasitic [12; and references
therein). Among other functions, bacterial plant-symbionts aid in nitrogen fixation and
nodulation in the plants, allowing for more effective nutrient uptake and rapid growth
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[13]. Moreover, the nitrogen fixation capability of prokaryotes has been highly studied
because of its large impact on the ecosystem [14-16].
Using phylogenetic analyses, Siddall et al. [4] recovered R. parasitica within the
family Rhizobiaceae but with low resolution concerning the internal placement of the
species within this group. Moreover, for Siddall et al. [4], all attempts at culturing the
bacteria, using various media, were unsuccessful, suggesting that the symbiont has a
reciprocally obligate relationship with the host. Unculturable bacteria represent the
majority of life forms [17]; many of these are endosymbionts of animal hosts and are
vertically transmitted from parent to offspring, like R. parasitica. Taking into
consideration that these bacteria prove refractory to culturing, direct and simultaneous
sequencing of both associates is one of the few ways to obtain genetic material from the
endosymbiont. It then becomes important to understand the diversity of the bacterial
symbionts in the host. Primary evidence suggests that R. parasitica is the only bacterial
symbiont to inhabit the mycetomal structures of the leech Placobdella parasitica.
Several independent forms of data support this: first, multiple sequencing efforts of the
mycetomes, using bacterial-specific primers for the 16S rDNA region, resulted in only a
single bacterial haplotype [4]; second, fluorescent in situ hybridization of the
mycetomes, using both alpha- and gammaproteobacterial probes, shows that only
alphaproteobacteria are present and that these are found exclusively in the epithelial cell
layer surrounding the sac-like structure [4] such that no contaminants would stem from
intraluminal endosymbionts; third, transmission electron microscopy of the epithelial
cells shows the presence of only one bacterial morphotype [4]. Interestingly, R.
parasitica maintains a rod-shaped morphology (Fig. 5.1), common in free-living
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Fig. 5.1. Transmission electron micrograph showing the rod-shaped morphology
and several cross-sections of Reichenowia parasitica. The micrograph shows the
inside of an epithelial cell of the mycetome from Placobdella parasitica at 5640x
magnification, with some bacterial cells (red arrowheads), secretory esophageal cells (e),
nuclei (n) and a mitochondrion (m) marked.
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bacteria [18]. However, a rod-shaped morphology has been described also for
endosymbiotic bacteria [19,20] and it is known that conversions from a rod shape to a
sphere (but not the opposite) occur in single bacterial cultures [21,22].
Advances in sequencing technology allow for high-throughput and highcoverage sequencing of bacterial symbionts without the need to culture the bacteria [23].
We sought to characterize and annotate a large subset of the genome of R. parasitica in
an attempt to investigate how the symbiont may affect the host and to assess the
symbiont’s phylogenetic position among a wide range of bacteria, with much greater
genetic coverage than that of previous phylogenetic hypotheses.

Material and Methods
Leech Collection and Dissection
A total of 39 specimens of Placobdella parasitica were collected in Algonquin
Park, Ontario, Canada in July 2009. All necessary collection permits were obtained from
Ontario Parks, Canadian Ministry of Natural Resources. Most specimens were found
attached to and feeding on hosts, specifically painted turtles (Chrysemys picta) and
snapping turtles (Chelydra serpentina). Specimens were also collected by hand from
under rocks, submerged wood and the underside of canoes. Specimens were brought
back to the lab where they were dissected using a Nikon SMZ645 stereomicroscope. A
total of 72 mycetomes (36 pairs) were removed from the leeches and directly transferred
to Buffer AL (Qiagen Ltd.).
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DNA Extraction, Amplification and Pyrosequencing
From the mycetomes, total combined genomic DNA from both the host and the
bacterial associate was extracted using DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen Ltd.)
following the manufacturer’s protocol with the addition of 1 µl of ribonuclease in order
to increase the DNA/RNA ratio (i.e., 260/280 ratio). Due to the high amount of DNA
required for pyrosequencing (10 µg), the extracted DNA was subjected to wholegenome amplification using REPLI-G UltraFast Mini Kit (Qiagen Ltd.). The amount of
DNA was calculated by fluorometry to be in excess of 10 µg using Quant-iT PicoGreen
Kit (Invitrogen). A GS Titanium Shotgun sequence library was prepared and massively
parallel pyrosequencing of the amplicon was performed on the GS/FLX Titanium
Shotgun XLR sequencing platform at SUNY Buffalo’s Center for Excellence in
Bioinformatics and Life Sciences (Buffalo, New York).

Assembly, Subtractive Scaffolding and Orthologue Recovery
The combined pool of host and symbiont DNA fragments from the FLX run
were jointly assembled into contigs using Newbler ver. 2.3 (454 Life Sciences) and
employing the “-large” option.
To separate the host and symbiont DNA, contigs were subjected to subtractive
scaffolding: they were used as queries against 40 selected alphaproteobacterial target
genomes and 10 non-alphaproteobacterial genomes (Beta-, Gamma-, Delta-, and
Epsilonproteobacteria, as well as Firmicutes, Aquificae, Bacteroidetes and
Cyanobacteria), both from endosymbiotic and free-living bacteria, and with largely
varying genome sizes (see Supplementary Table S5.1). Alphaproteobacteria were over-
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represented because of previous phylogenetic hypotheses placing R. parasitica within
this class [4,6]. Moreover, the contigs were queried against the only sequenced leech
genome, Helobdella robusta (family Glossiophoniidae), which coincidentally is in the
same taxonomic family as Placobdella parasitica [24,25]. The leech genome is
available at the DOE Joint Genome Institute portal website (http://genome.jgipsf.org/Helro1/Helro1.home.html). Two local searches were performed using the
BLASTn protocol applying default settings, one with a cut-off expectation value of 1E-5
and the other with 1E-2. All contigs simultaneously matching both associates using the
1E-2 cut-off rate were also deleted from the 1E-5 data set. The criteria were asymmetric in
order to enrich for bacterial sequences in our retained DNA-pool; the purpose being to
completely purge the leech DNA from the data set, including putative chimeric
sequences resulting from the nested assembly of both associates. With these criteria,
each of the retained hits necessarily had a three orders of magnitude lower e-value when
queried against bacteria than when queried against leech. Annotations of the R.
parasitica sequences follow the GenBank annotations of the 50 bacterial genomes and
inferences of molecular function follow information from UniProt and appropriate
references.
Retained bacterial contigs also were subjected to gene prediction using
GeneMark ver. 2.4 [26], which employs both ORF’s (Open Reading Frames) and hidden
Markov models for prediction, and using Sinorhizobium meliloti as a scaffold genome.
This species was chosen by virtue of previous phylogenetic hypotheses showing a close
relationship between R. parasitica and S. meliloti [6]. Resulting nucleotide sequences of
putative genes were translated into stop-codon-free amino acid sequences by GeneMark
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and these were then queried against the 50 bacterial proteomes downloaded from
GenBank. Orthologues were recovered employing a tree-based approach as
implemented in OrthologID [27]. A 70% similarity cut-off rate and a lower e-value limit
of 1E-10 were employed. OrthologID was also used to align the amino acid sequences
using multiple sets of alignment parameters and employing the MAFFT L-INS-i
algorithm [28].

Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COG’s)
The predicted Reichenowia parasitica genes as well as genes from species of
Agrobacterium, Mesorhizobium, Wigglesworthia, Buchnera and Escherichia each were
compared to the NCBI COG database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG/) by in-house
scripting. The species were chosen with respect to their phylogenetic placement and life
history strategies (see Results). A ruby script was run locally to compare each of the
genes against the database and only the best hit for each gene was retained.

Phylogenetic Analyses
The matrix of the aligned amino acid orthologues recovered by OrthologID
was subjected to parsimony analysis using TNT [29] and likelihood analysis using
RAxML ver. 7.2.8 [30]. In TNT, a New Technology search was conducted employing
sectorial searching, with the tree fusing and ratcheting algorithms turned on. Trees were
retrieved by a driven search using 100 initial addition sequences and requiring that the
minimum length tree be found a total of 10 times. All characters were equally weighted
and non-additive, and gaps were treated as missing data. Support values for nodes were
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also calculated in TNT through both standard bootstrap resampling and partition
bootstrapping [31] using the blockboot.run script available on the TNT Wiki site
(http://tnt.insectmuseum.org/index.php/Manual) for the latter. Both bootstrap analyses
employed 100 iterations, each subjected to ten iterations of ratcheting and three rounds
of tree fusing after an initial five rounds of Wagner tree building. To examine the
relative support of each separate locus predicted by GeneMark for the tree obtained from
all of the data, constrained analyses were employed in PAUP* ver. 4.0b10 [32].
For the likelihood analyses, a heuristic search was performed under both
PROTCATJTTF and PROTGAMMAJTTF models of protein evolution, treating the
blocks as a single set. Runs were performed for 100 iterations with an initial 25 CAT
rate categories and final optimization with 4 gamma shape categories. Bootstrap analysis
employed the PROTGAMMAJTTF model for 100 pseudoreplicates with a random
starting-tree for each replicate.
The trees were rooted with Aquifex aeolicus (Aquificae), following the
hypotheses of Snel et al. [33].

Results
Sequence Analysis
The main workflow of this study is presented in Figure 5.2. The pyrosequencing
returned 1,053,345 fragments of mixed host and symbiont DNA (GenBank Sequence
Read Archive [SRA] accession number SRA030522.3) and these were assembled into
13,873 contigs by Newbler. The BLASTn search using a cutoff e-value of 1E-5 resulted
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Fig. 5.2. Main workflow followed in this study
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in 2,247 of the contigs hitting bacteria alone, 1,753 contigs hitting leech alone, seven
contigs hitting both the 50 bacterial genomes and the leech and 9,866 contigs not hitting
either of these (Table 5.1). Among the seven ambiguous contigs, four hit bacteria with
very low e-values (1E-37-1E-175) while, at the same time, showing high e-values for the
leech hit (1E-6-10-10). The remaining three hits showed the reverse scenario with low evalues for leech hits and high e-values for bacterial hits, implying that these seven
contigs are not shared by the leech and bacterial genomes but, rather, are artifacts of the
protocol used for the BLAST search. The second BLASTn search (1E-2) resulted in
2,611 of the contigs hitting bacteria alone, 4,553 contigs hitting leech alone, 207 contigs
hitting both bacteria and leech and 6,502 contigs hitting neither bacteria nor leech (Table
5.1). From the resulting 2,247 contigs matching bacteria at 1E-5, 27 out of the total 207
contigs matching both associates at 1E-2 were removed. The remaining 180 ambiguous
contigs were predicted leech hits at 1E-5 and also hit bacteria with marginal e-values at
1E-2; these were already removed from the data set after the 1E-5 search. After pruning,
2,220 definitive bacterial contigs were retained. The 2,220 contigs, in turn, pertained to
88 uniquely annotated genes among the 50 bacterial genomes and 39 of these were hit
with a perfect e-value (0). As was expected, most of the bacterial contigs hit multiple
times for the same annotated locus but with differing e-values and starting/stopping
points for a total of 42,025 hits stemming from the 2,220 R. parasitica contigs. The most
frequently found annotations of the R. parasitica contigs, in terms of representation,
seem to relate to two biological processes: transportation and catalytic activity of various
components. Other rather highly represented biological processes among the contig
matches were DNA transcription and metabolic processes, and for several of the hit-
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Table 5.1. Distribution of leech and bacterial BLASTn hits among the 13,873
contigs assembled from the 454 pyrosequencing reads. Ambiguous hits indicate those
contigs that matched both leech and bacteria simultaneously. In the 1E-5 protocol, both
the leech and ambiguous hits, as well as the contigs without match were deleted from the
data set. Also, 27 out of the 207 contigs matching both associates at 1E-2 (the remaining
180 hits were predicted leech hits at 1E-5) were deleted from the 2,247 contigs matching
bacteria at 1E-5 resulting in 2,220 definitively bacterial hits in the data set. See the results
section for further discussion.
Cutoff e-value
1E-5
1E-2

# Bacterial hits
2,247
2,611

# Leech hits
1,753
4,553
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# Ambiguous hits
7
207

# No match hits
9,866
6,502

descriptions of our contig matches there is little or no information in the Protein
Knowledgebase, UniProtKB (e.g., polyhydroxyalkonate synthesis repressor; 1975 hits).

Gene Prediction and Phylogeny
Among the 2,220 R. parasitica contigs, GeneMark predicted 2,916 genes for a
total of 1,785,377 basepairs. The G+C content pertaining to these was 62.78%.
OrthologID identified a total of 9,135 orthologous genes among the 51 (including R.
parasitica) genomes, 358 of which included an R. parasitica orthologue (3.9% of the
total gene-groups). That is, among the 2,916 R. parasitica genes predicted, 358 were
found orthologous to any of the genes in the 50 bacterial genomes. These orthologues
accounted for 181,848 aligned amino acids sites, and these were jointly submitted to
TNT and RAxML for phylogenetic analyses. The percentage of missing data amounted
to ~55% within the total data set, due to numerous instances of gene loss, common in
bacterial genomes and anticipated to be even more so in endosymbionts [34,35].
Out of the 181,848 aligned amino acid sites, 58,887 were parsimony informative.
Each of the retained gene groups containing an R. parasitica orthologue (n=358) was
used as an independent block both for the partition bootstrapping and the partition
congruence test. The TNT run and both RAxML runs (using PROTCATJTTF and
PROTGAMMAJTTF models of evolution) returned optimal trees with identical
topologies; a single most parsimonious tree with a length of 408,192 steps for the TNT
run and a tree with an ln L of -2,262,856.651 for the RAxML run using the
PROTGAMMAJTTF model. In the tree (Figure 5.3), the alphaproteobacteria, as well as
each of the families contained therein were recovered as monophyletic, and 33 out of the
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Fig. 5.3. Single most parsimonious tree (length= 408,192 steps, consistency
index=0.647 and retention index=0.648) recovered from the phylogenetic analysis
of the 358 orthologues across 51 taxa. The topology is identical to the maximum
likelihood tree recovered by RAxML. Values above the nodes are standard bootstrap resampling and partition bootstrap values, respectively, and below the nodes are likelihood
bootstrap values. Solid black circles denote nodes with bootstrap support ≥ 90% for all
three support measures.
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48 nodes show high support for all three support measures (>90% parsimony bootstrap
support: bs; parsimony partitioned bootstrap support: pbs; likelihood bootstrap support:
lbs). Reichenowia parasitica was recovered nested within the Rhizobiaceae (100% bs;
100% pbs; 100% lbs), as sister to a monophyletic cluster consisting of Agrobacterium
and Rhizobium species (86% bs; 89% pbs; 96% lbs), and this group in turn placed as
sister to the Sinorhizobium species (100%bs; 100% pbs; 100% lbs). Rhizobiaceae (the
genera mentioned above) was recovered as sister to a larger assemblage containing
species of the families Brucellaceae, Bartonellaceae and Phyllobacteriaceae (100% bs;
97% pbs; 100% lbs). In addition, relative support conferred by each locus (n=358), for
the placement of R. parasitica within Rhizobiaceae was assessed by employing
constraint trees in PAUP* (under the parsimony criterion). That is, for each locus, two
values were found: one constraining to include R. parasitica in Rhizobiaceae, and
another excluding it from Rhizobiaceae (but imposing no other relationship constraints
on taxa). In the combined analysis, the number of extra steps incurred by combining the
partitions was 9,867 and the difference in length between the best trees constraining R.
parasitica to be inside and outside of Rhizobiaceae was 232 steps (~2.4% of the total
incongruence). A total of 206 loci (58%) support the placement of R. parasitica inside of
Rhizobiaceae, whereas only 45 partitions (13%) do not support its placement inside the
family. The sum of the number of extra steps from partitions that do not support R.
parasitica inside of Rhizobiaceae is 371. However, 1057 extra steps are required to
remove R. parasitica from the family. In other words, there is almost three times as
much information supporting the placement of R. parasitica inside of Rhizobiaceae, as
opposed to outside the family. Though none of the 45 partitions individually place R.
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parasitica in Rhizobiaceae, even combining these 45 loci again places the species inside
of the family.

COG Analyses
Alternative to the annotations of the contig matches mentioned above, using
the amino acids of the predicted genes (employing the 358 partitions as separate loci) as
queries against the COG database unveiled three main functional groups to which the R.
parasitica genes seem to be related. These were: (i) information storage and processing,
(ii) cellular processes and signaling and (iii) metabolism. The distributions and
subdivisions of these COG-groups are presented in Figure 5.4. The R. parasitica COGgroups were also compared to those of the closely related plant-inhabiting
Agrobacterium and Mesorhizobium to investigate for patterns in the devotion of the
genome to particular processes as a result of a change in endosymbiotic lifestyle from a
plant to an animal host. To corroborate the findings, the COG’s of Wigglesworthia and
Buchnera, both gammaproteobacterial endosymbionts of animals, were compared to the
ubiquitous gammaproteobacterium, Escherichia coli. The patterns within and across
these largely separate phylogenetic clusters were then investigated. When compared to
related non-animal endosymbionts, Reichenowia, Wigglesworthia and Buchnera all
show a decrease in the proportion of genes devoted to transcriptional processes (Figure
5.4; dark blue field 1-K). Furthermore, they all show an increase in proportional genedevotion to each of translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis (Figure 5.4; light blue
field 1-J), posttranslational modification, protein turnover and chaperones (Figure 5.4;
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Fig. 5.4. Comparison of Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COG’s) between animal
and non-animal endosymbionts. The 358 R. parasitica orthologues, as well as the
genomes of species of Agrobacterium, Mesorhizobium, Wigglesworthia, Buchnera and
Escherichia were used as queries against the database. The different colors denote
separate functional groups to which the genes are linked. In both of the phylogenetically
related groups (left: Reichenowia, Agrobacterium and Mesorhizobium, and right:
Wigglesworthia, Buchnera and Escherichia) the topmost wheels represents animalinhabiting endosymbionts, whereas the bottommost wheels represent non-animal
endosymbionts. When compared to the non-animal endosymbionts, the animal
endosymbionts each show a decrease in the proportion of genes related to 1-K
(transcription), and an increase in the proportion of genes related to 1-J (translation,
ribosomal structure and biogenesis), 2-O (posttranslational modification, protein
turnover, chaperones), and 3-F (nucleotide transport and metabolism).
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light green field 2-O), and nucleotide transport and metabolism (Figure 5.4; light yellow
field 3-F).

Discussion
Beyond corroborating and solidifying the hypothesis that Reichenowia
parasitica, a mutualistic, intracellular bacterial symbiont of the fresh-water leech
Placobdella parasitica, places phylogenetically among the alphaproteobacterial
Rhizobiaceae, the present study also reveals several interesting features of the genomic
makeup of the bacterium. Some of the BLAST-based hits, e.g., histidine ammonia-lyase
(1100 hits among the R. parasitica contigs; Supplementary Table S5.2) are fairly
common across prokaryotes and eukaryotes alike [36] while other loci are more elusive,
making them of special interest based on our, albeit limited, knowledge of the biology of
the symbiont. Some of these loci are discussed below (see Supplementary Table S5.2 for
the full list of hits) and a broad phylogenetic discussion is presented. Insofar as the R.
parasitica genome was only partially sequenced, no examination of the functional
consequences of the lack of genes can be definitively performed.

Cation Pump Membrane Proteins (Nitrogen Fixation)
Because of the close relationship of R. parasitica to each of Rhizobium and
Sinorhizobium, it is likely that these taxa share genes by virtue of having a rather recent
common ancestor. Both of the mentioned genera have been frequently studied for their
established symbiosis with legumes, and in particular for their nitrogen fixation
capabilities [37]. Already, Siddall et al. [4] noted that Reichenowia species are
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especially interesting because of their putative role in nitrogen metabolism in the leech
hosts. Here, we identified 34 contigs that show high sequence similarity to the cation
pump membrane proteins of Rhizobium etli, and 6 contigs that show similarity to
potassium ion transmembrane transporter proteins from Sinorhizobium medicae
(Supplementary Table S5.2). Cation pump membrane proteins, such as FixG, FixH, FixI
or Na+/K+ ATPase, are required for symbiotic nitrogen fixation and it has been
hypothesized that these genes are private (i.e., present only in a specific group, but not
necessarily in all members of that group) to symbiotic bacteria, as they do not hybridize
well with DNA from free-living bacteria [38-40]. Notwithstanding the K+ ion
transporters, it is unclear which type of cation pump membrane protein the R. parasitica
contigs are related to but, regardless, they may be involved in nitrogen metabolism in the
host. In addition, cation pumps have been shown to be coupled with redox processes
[38,41] and numerous R. parasitica contigs show sequence similarity to known
oxyreductase proteins (e.g., NuoK2 NADH: quinone oxidoreductase in Sinorhizobium
meliloti, XoxF in Methylobacterium extorquens and oxidoreductase in Agrobacterium
vitis; see Supplementary Table S5.2), providing a possibility for coupling of cation
pumps and redox systems in the bacteria.
Nitrogen fixation is vital for biosynthesis of amino acids in plants and has been
coupled with metabolic processes in animals. For example, in the shipworm Lyrodus
pedicellatus (Bivalvia), nitrogen fixation by the endosymbiotic gammaproteobacteria
Teredinibacter turnerae has enabled the shipworm to survive and grow on a nitrogenpoor diet [42]. That is, the L. pedicellatus - T. turnerae system is an example of a
symbiosis, in which atmospheric nitrogen is converted into animal biomass. To this end,
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the leech host, Placobdella parasitica, may increase its growth due to the increase in
organic nitrogen provided by the bacteria. Moreover, the leech may be alleviated from
costly inorganic nitrogen excretion due to the conversion of inorganic to organic
nitrogen by the bacteria.

Iron Siderophore/Cobalamin (Vitamin B12) ABC Transporters
ATP binding cassette (ABC) transmembrane transporters consist of two
membrane-spanning domains, which form a translocation pathway, and two cytoplasmic
ABC domains, which power the transport process [43]. In prokaryotes, ABC
transporters are chiefly devoted to the export and import of essential nutrients, such as
iron and vitamin B12 in E. coli [44]. Several nutrients, including vitamin B12, are low in
vertebrate blood such that hematophagous parasites must rely on a symbiotic organism
that has the capability of synthesizing and transporting them to the host [45]. Dietary
supplementation experiments have shown that endosymbiotic bacteria (Wigglesworthia)
in the bloodfeeding tsetse fly play a role in vitamin B metabolism [5,46]. The primary
diet for Placobdella parasitica is poikilothermic vertebrate blood, which is low on
vitamin B12. Therefore, it would make sense for the leech to harbor bacterial symbionts
with the capacity for synthesizing and transporting vitamin B12 across cell membranes to
host receptors. An iron siderophore/cobalamin (vitamin B12) ABC transporter from
Rhodobacter capsulatus significantly matched 19 contigs in R. parasitica, putatively
indicating that, as speculated by Perkins et al. [6], the bacteria supply essential nutrients
to the leech host.
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Prevent-Host-Death (phd) Family Proteins
Escherichia coli is the most well known symbiont to exhibit plasmid
addiction. Plasmid-encoded addiction genes are thought to be involved in conserving
low-copy bacterial plasmids by selectively killing cells that have lost a plasmid. For the
prevent-host-death system, this entails two genetic markers: the toxin (death-on-curing;
doc) and the antitoxin (phd). Functionally, in cells that posses the focal low-copy
plasmid, phd must be maintained at a sufficient level to inhibit the function and/or
synthesis of the toxin, allowing survival of plasmid-possessing cell-lines and ultimately
the plasmids themselves [47]. Because of the high energy-expenditure involved in
producing antitoxins by the cells only to maintain status quo, plasmid addiction has been
referred to as a Red Queen-type system. In total, 26 R. parasitica contigs were matched
with DNA sequences annotated as phd-type proteins from Methylobacterium
chloromethanicum (alphaproteobacteria) (Supplementary Table S5.2). As our
knowledge of the plasmid set-up for R. parasitica is virtually non-existent, this finding
at least indicates that the bacteria posses plasmids (although some bacterial toxinantitoxin systems are chromosomally encoded; e.g., [48]). A more in-depth study of the
plasmid addiction associates would be beneficial as it would allow for an understanding
of the plasmid count, composition and expression levels in the bacterial symbiont, as
well as the underlying survival techniques of the plasmids.

Antirestriction Family Proteins
Antirestriction family proteins are commonly involved in overcoming
restriction barriers during establishment after conjugative transfer. For example, in E.
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coli antirestriction proteins of type Ard (Alleviation of Restriction of DNA) specifically
affect the restriction activity of type I restriction-modification systems, and may be
involved in the regulation of gene transfer between bacterial genomes [49]. Moreover,
the restriction-modification system is important in limiting the transfer of genetic
elements responsible for bacterial resistance to antibiotics [50], making the inhibition of
this system by the antirestriction proteins of human concern.
The BLASTn search, performed here, recovered 125 R. parasitica contigs
with low e-values when compared to genes annotated for antirestriction family proteins
(Supplementary Table S5.2). As with the phd family proteins (see above), this result
indicates that R. parasitica does possess plasmids, unlike several other bacterial
symbionts [51]. In regards to the function, it is still unclear if R. parasitica uses the
putative genes for any of the reasons mentioned above. When compared to the protein
sequence of annotated antirestriction proteins from Agrobacterium vitis (GenBank
Protein ID: YP_002551430.1), one of the contigs shows 27% conservation (for shared
amino acid positions). At this stage, we cannot conclude that the putative antirestriction
protein present in R. parasitica does not function in the same way as in other
prokaryotes, as a counteract against the restriction-modification system ultimately
allowing foreign DNA to enter the cell. However, without performing functional
analyses (such as mutagenesis), it would be premature to infer that these proteins are
functionally related.
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Autoaggregation Proteins
Autoaggregation proteins share homology with adhering proteins of e.g.,
Rhizobium species [52]. Adhering proteins are calcium-binding proteins that recognize
receptors on the bacterial surface, leading to congregation of cells. In plant associated
symbionts, it is thought that the proteins are involved in the attachment process to plant
lectins [53]. For many animal pathogens (e.g., Bartonella spp.), an important factor for
virulence is that the bacteria can adhere to the host-cell surface or the extracellular
matrix components. It is likely that R. parasitica uses these putative adhesion proteins in
much the same way. By sticking to the mycetomal cell walls, and to each other, the
bacteria can maintain their position in the cell. In fact, transmission electron microscopy
has shown that the cytoplasmic space of epithelial cells in the mycetomes of Placobdella
species are almost completely filled with bacteria [4], suggesting the need for adhesion
to the host-cell walls. A total of 1972 R. parasitica contigs hit autoaggregation protein
(adhering protein from Rhizobium etli CFN 42) with significant e-values
(Supplementary Table S5.2).

Phylogeny
Based on both parsimony and likelihood algorithms, Siddall et al. [4]
performed a phylogenetic analysis of three Reichenowia species using 16S and 23S
ribosomal RNA. That study, corroborated by the present study (see Figure 5.3),
recovered R. parasitica among the Rhizobiaceae as sister to a group including the
Rhizobium and Agrobacterium species. Later, Perkins et al. [6] recovered the same three
species as sister to a group containing Sinorhizobium meliloti (with an unresolved
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position), Brucella melitensis and Brucella henselae. In the analysis performed by
Perkins et al. [6], the Agrobacterium species and the Rhizobium species were recovered
as consecutive sister-groups to this larger group. From a biological standpoint, and
because contemporary bacterial taxonomy and phylogenetics focuses largely on 16S and
23S rDNA [54-56], it is comforting to know that the phylogenetic signal present in 16S
or 23S alone is rather concordant with that of the 358 orthologues used here.
The well-supported plant-symbiont affiliation of R. parasitica raises some
interesting questions concerning the evolutionary history of the bacteria. Because of the
basal position of the Sinorhizobium species in the phylogenetic hypothesis presented
here, the ancestral life history trait of the Rhizobiaceae seems to be plant symbiosis, with
R. parasitica showing a host switch from plant to leech. This is further supported by the
finding of several plant-associated genes, such as phosphatase, in the genome of R.
parasitica (Supplementary Table S5.2). Out of the 358 orthologues detected among the
R. parasitica contigs, several were private to Rhizobium, Agrobacterium, Sinorhizobium
and Reichenowia, possibly indicating common ancestry among these genera. However,
it is also possible that the ancestor of the R. parasitica was free-living by virtue of the
rod-shape of the bacterium, a shape common in several other free-living taxa [57], and it
is possible that the same free-living ancestor also evolved into the plant-symbiotic
bacteria that we see today. A more taxonomically rich study of the alphaproteobacteria
as a whole will likely shed light on the ancestral life-history strategy of the
Rhizobiaceae.
The phylogenetic hypothesis also enables some inferences regarding the
currently unknown genome size of R. parasitica. Among other things, an understanding
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of the genome size of the symbiont may guide future sequencing efforts of its entire
genome. The size of the chromosomal genomes of the Agrobacterium and Rhizobium
species (sister to Reichenowia) used here range between 5.66-7.42 megabasepairs
(Mbp), whereas the Sinorhizobium species (basal to Reichenowia) possess chromosomal
genomes in the range of 6.71-6.89 Mbp. By extension, it is probable that the genome
size of R. parasitica is somewhere in the vicinity of that of its closest relatives, between
5.66-7.42 Mbp. However, we also performed a genome-size calculation based on
statistical inferences. We examined the trend using average, not total, contig length
(fragments assembled using EGassembler [58]) for 16.5%, 33%, 66% and 100% of the
total bacterial pyrosequencing fragment pool with the asymptotic end-point being
predictive of full-genome size using Newton-Rhapson estimation on a non-linear general
logistic equation [GENOME*(1-(1/e(obs*CONSTANT)))]. The resulting predicted genome
size of R. parasitica was 2.84 Mbp (Figure 5.5). This value corresponds with the
reduced genomes evident in several other animal endosymbionts and would imply that
R. parasitica displays at least one feature of the symbiont syndrome.
Sequencing the entire genome of R. parasitica should be the focus of future
studies as it would also allow for insights into the full genomic makeup of the symbiont,
including the functional consequences of the absence of genes, and the potential finding
of more genes related to the endosymbiotic lifestyle of this non-parasitic, animalinhabiting alphaproteobacterium.
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Fig. 5.5. Estimation of the genome size of Reichenowia parasitica based on NewtonRhapson estimation on a non-linear general logistic equation. Blue diamonds denote
the general logistic equation with the asymptotic end-point being predictive of full
genome size. Red squares denote the average contig size at 16.5%, 33%, 66% and 100%
of the total bacterial pyrosequencing fragment pool, respectively. The estimated endpoint and thus the full genome size is predicted at 2.84 Mbp.
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There are, of course, numerous ways of assembling and managing short
sequence reads. Although the methods and results conveyed here are straight-forward,
only a small subset of the bacterial contigs (n=358) were analyzed. We are currently
exploring different, and possibly more efficient, ways of assembling the fragments
andanalyzing the data, chiefly to identify the origin of the 9,866 contigs that did not
have a match. However, it is our hope that the preliminary data shown here will serve as
a stepping-stone for future studies of this intriguing symbiosis.
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CHAPTER VI
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Whereas each chapter in this dissertation contains several results of a
peripheral nature, which are not discussed here, in the following I outline the main
general conclusions concerning each chapter:

• Using the most comprehensive molecular character set to date, parsimony
analysis concerning the phylogenetic relationships within Annelida and between the
phylum and its constituent taxa are at odds with previous Bayesian and Maximum
Likelihood estimations. The newly re-erected taxa Sedentaria and Errantia are not
recovered as monophyletic by parsimony methods and the taxonomy should be reevaluated in light of these new findings.
• Insofar as this large data set will likely be used in future studies of
evolutionary histories of annelid worms, users should note that substantial redundancy
does exist in the data set, possibly giving rise to artificial clades or artificial support for
clades.
• The glossiphoniid leech Helobdella robusta does possess leech antiplatelet
protein despite of its non-bloodfeeding nature. Whereas the function of these proteins
can only be speculated upon, several of the orthologous H. robusta-sequences possess a
signal peptide-region, indicating their secretion by the leech. Because the family
Glossiphoniidae is commonly recovered at the base of the leech phylogeny, it is likely
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that H. robusta possesses anticoagulants by virtue of their presence in a common
ancestor of all leeches.
• The diversity of anticoagulation factors expressed in the salivary glands of the
European medicinal leech Hirudo verbana and the African medicinal leech Aliolimnatis
fenestrata is equivalent to that previously found in the North American medicinal leech
Macrobdella decora. In total, A. fenestrata was shown to possess 11 anticoagulants in
addition to several other bioactive peptides and H. verbana was shown to also possess
seven of these, in addition to other bioactive peptides.
• Selection pressures acting on the anticoagulants within the salivary
transcriptomes of Hirudo verbana, Aliolimnatis fenestrata and Macrobdella decora are
mostly of a purifying nature. The importance of the anticoagulant proteins for the
leeches seems to be manifested in the high levels of purifying selection, presumably
acting on the genes in order to keep them intact.
• Overall, there is little concordance between the evolutionary histories of the
anticoagulants and previous hypotheses of the leech phylogeny. Regardless of this,
however, the origins of each of hirudin, bdellin, various antistasin-family proteins, eglin
c and endoglucuronidases predate the origins of the medicinal leeches considered here.
• The leech-endosymbiotic alphaproteobacterium Reichenowia parasitica
possesses genes coding for proteins related to nitrogen fixation, iron/vitamin B
translocation and plasmid survival. Our results also indicate that R. parasitica interacts
with its host in part by transmembrane signaling.
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• Phylogenetic analyses of 358 loci across Bacteria support the nesting of R.
parasitica within the Rhizobiaceae, as sister to a group containing Agrobacterium and
Rhizobium species.
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